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BY ADAM BLATTENBERG

M

DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINEEDITOR'S NOTE |

an—this year went by 
quickly, and as I write this, 
SEMA is only a couple 
months away. So much 
to do to get ready, so 

little time. This will be my 17th year 
attending the convention that brings in 
close to 200,000 attendees and covers 
an area of nearly 3.5 million square feet. 
It’s the largest gathering of automotive 
aftermarket companies in the world.  
 
Around the time I first started going I 
remember someone did a study, or 
maybe better to call it an experiment. 
Either way, what they did is they looked 
at how many vendors that were at the 
show, the amount of time the show 
was open, and the amount of walking 
needed to get around it. What they 
found was if you were to go to the show, 
getting there as the gates opened every 
day, and you spent just five seconds 

at every booth moving from one to the 
next diligently, you still wouldn’t have 
enough time to see the everything. I 
believe it. It is a truly massive show.

Editors such as myself spend the week 
going from meeting to meeting, all 
while trying to select the best vehicles 
in attendance to secure for magazine 
features, also making sure we don’t 
miss any important new product 
releases... oh, and we have to cover the 
show itself at the same time. As much 
as I try to see everything, I always miss 
seeing the mass majority of the actual 
show. It kinda makes me miss the days 
when I was a mechanic. Back then, we 
went to the SEMA Show purely to see 
what was new, and for the most part 
we just wandered the show as we saw 
fit. Nowadays I generally have seven 
meetings a day, with at least one if 
not two or three afterhours. That goes 

on for four days and nights. The day 
after the show ends we take around 
40 vehicles out to a secret spot for a 
huge photo shoot as the sun rises over 
the Nevada desert. So Friday night is 
a hectic rush to get out of the show, 
eat, get packed, and in bed so I can 
get up at 3 a.m. and out to the photo 
shoot by 4.
 
The photo shoot we do really is pretty 
cool to witness. A few people have 
told me I’m nuts for doing it—it’s a 
pretty large project—but I just love 
seeing 40+ of the best SEMA builds 
spread across the desert doing 
donuts, drifting, hitting small jumps, 
or crawling through the rocks all at 
once. While it’s a crazy busy morning, 
it’s sorta my treat to myself and the 
Diesel World photographers after a 
long week at SEMA, although I’m sure 
my guys don’t see it that way. It really 

is a private and hand-picked truck 
show. And the funny thing is, it’s for 
sure the first time and probably the last 
time many of the show trucks ever see 
the dirt. 

SEMA Show coverage will be in the 
February issue of Diesel World, which 
will hit newsstands on December 
12. For more immediate coverage, 
head to DieselWorldMag.com or 
to our Instagram and Facebook 
pages, @DieselWorldMag. Want to 
see something specific? Send me 
a message and I’ll see if I can find 
what you’re looking for: DW-Editor@
EngagedMediaInc.com—or just  leave 
a comment on a post. 

THE AFTERMARKET 
INDUSTRY’S LARGEST 
SHOW IS JUST AROUND 
THE CORNER

THE 
SEMA 
CRUNCH
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HIGH FLOW SIX OH
Odawgs Diesel Ported 6.0L Intake
The 6.0L Power Stroke is known for having air 
restrictions that can seriously limit its power potential. 
Odawgs Diesel has solved that problem with their fully 
ported 6.0L intake manifolds designed to allow your 
engine to get all the air it needs to make big power. 
By increasing the ef� ciency of the system, the fully 
ported intake will also increase your fuel economy.

Odawgs Diesel Performance
562.441.7991
OdawgsDiesel.com

ALWAYS COOL
Dmaxstore Welded Water Pump

Dmaxstore’s Complete Water Pump Replacement Kit gives you 
the highest quality parts on the market today. It is designed 

with a welded impeller to eliminate impeller walk and 
gear spin for a longer lasting water pump.
DmaxStore

877.4MY.DMAX
DmaxStore.com

JUST LIKE OEM
DieselSite Fuel Pump Control Module
DieselSite’s new fuel control module for diesel-powered 
vehicles provides a highly ef� cient, microprocessor-based 
controller in a compact, easy-to-install unit designed to 
easily adapt an electric fuel pump from a mechanical pump 
setup. The new system will energize the electric pump for 15 
seconds with key-on power, then transitions to oil pressure. If 
oil pressure is not present, it shuts down the fuel pump. As an 
added safety feature, the controller uses an inertia switch to 
shut down the pump in the event of an impact or accident. 

DieselSite
888.414.3457
DieselSite.com

DW-1711-016-022-PRODS.indd   16 8/16/17   7:25 AM
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PACKAGE DEAL
AMSOIL All-In-One Additive
AMSOIL has added new Diesel All-In-One to its line of 
premium diesel fuel additives. All-In-One combines the 
detergency, lubricity, cold-� ow, and cetane bene� ts of Diesel 
Injector Clean, Diesel Cold Flow, and Diesel Cetane Boost 
in one convenient package. The company claims that no 
potency was sacri� ced in the creation of this concentrated 
new product.

AMSOIL
800.956.5695
AMSOIL.com

DOUBLE TITAN
TITAN Tanks, Nissan Titan 50 Gallon Fuel Tank
TITAN Fuel Tanks has just released a XXL capacity fuel tank for the Nissan Titan XD. This tank is a 50-gallon direct-replacement tank designed to � t he Nissan in 
the stock tank location while also using free space in the chassis. Like all TITAN tanks, the Nissan tank is made of cross-linked, military-grade polymer. All TITAN 
tanks are designed and made in the USA and carry an industry-leading Lifetime Warranty.
TITAN Tanks
TITANfueltanks.com

ONE PIECE
Dmaxstore Aluminum Driveshaft
Dmaxstore’s single piece aluminum driveshaft conversion kit offers a stronger and lighter single-piece shaft that is engineered to eliminate the dreaded carrier 
bearing vibration. The company claims you will experience no more driveshaft vibration with this insanely strong, single-piece aluminum driveshaft.
Dmaxstore
877.4MY.DMAX
DmaxStore.com

detergency, lubricity, cold-� ow, and cetane bene� ts of Diesel 
Injector Clean, Diesel Cold Flow, and Diesel Cetane Boost 
in one convenient package. The company claims that no 
potency was sacri� ced in the creation of this concentrated 
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FIND IT AT

UNBEATABLE SERVICE, TECH ADVICE, SATISFACTION, AND SELECTION.

Call by 10 pm EST: In-Stock Parts Shipped That Day!
1.800.230.3030 • Tech: 1.330.630.3030 • Int’l: 1.330.630.0230

SCode: 1711DW • Typographical, description, or photography errors are subject to correction. Some parts are not legal 
for use in California or other states with similar laws/regulations. Please check your state and/or local laws/regulations. 
© 2017 AUTOSALES, INC. 

Build Your Dream 
Diesel with Us.
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CONVERSION HELP
PPE Dmax VATS Authorization Module
PPE’s new VATS Authorization Module authorizes the 
engine computer to start the engine and eliminates the 
GM security “Engine No Start” condition. No need for 
Body Control Module related security keys or complicated 
wiring when doing engine swaps. Just four wires: ignition, 
ground, GMLAN+ and GMLAN-. This new module � ts 
2011-2016 Duramax engine transplant applications. 

Paci� c Performance Engineering
714.985.4825
Paci� cP.com

1KHP RODS
Wagler Forged Duramax Rods
Wagler Competition Products has developed a new 
forged Duramax connecting rod that is designed to 
make obtaining four-digit horsepower goals more 
affordable. Wagler uses an as-forged manufac-
turing process that forges the rod to shape and 
requires much less machining to � nish. The 
result is a forged rod that will handle up to 
1,000 hp for a fraction of the cost of the 
Competition Series rods.

Wagler Competition Products
812.636.0391
WaglerCompetition.com

MAGIC WIPES
Driven Racing Oil Diagnostic Wipes
New Engine Oil Diagnostic Wipes from Driven Racing Oil take the guesswork out 
of deciding whether it’s time to change your vehicle’s oil. The wipes are designed 
to determine the basicity (TBN) of a small amount of engine oil. Either wipe your 
dipstick with or simply drip some oil on the wipe, then wait a few seconds for 
the result. If the area saturated with oil turns pink, the oil still has life and does 
not need to be changed. Minimal pink after one minute means the oil should be 
changed soon, while the absence of pink indicates the oil is acidic and needs to 
be immediately replaced.

Driven Racing Oil
866.611.1820
DrivenRacingOil.com

wiring when doing engine swaps. Just four wires: ignition, 

forged Duramax connecting rod that is designed to 

turing process that forges the rod to shape and 
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Brake Upgrade Kits
SIX FABULOUS CHOICES
to suit every driving style

and budget. All EBC rotors

are now black GEOMET®

corrosion resistant 

coated...

These rotors
WILL NOT 
RUST

www.ebcbrakes.com

Vehicle Type                  Prices From

Stage 1 Kit Ultimax Daily driver pads and Geomet black OEM style rotors Any Vehicle  $99

Stage 2 Kit Greenstuff sport pads and USR slotted black Geomet Rotors Car  $145

Stage 3 Kit Greenstuff Trucksport pads and GD sport drilled black Geomet rotors Truck/SUV  $175

Stage 4 Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and USR slotted black Geomet rotors Car  $195

Stage 5 Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and GD sport drilled black Geomet rotors Any Vehicle  $245

and approved to meet or exceed all known standards plus premium Geomet corrosion resistant 
Kit includes 100% British made ECO friendly quality high efficiency EBC brake pads fully tested

G3000 iron rotors of your pattern choice. Geomet is the NUMBER ONE brake rotor anti corrosion 
surface coating used by OEM builders (they use silver, we prefer black Geomet). 
Coating withstands severe salt spray tests for corrosion resistance.

Ask at Pep Boys or your local retailer or shop online at ...

NRS® - NUCAP Retention 
System® creates a mechanical 
bond, locking the friction to the 
backing plate.
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ECODIESEL LIFT
AEV 4-inch Dual-
Sport SC Suspension 
System
AEV’s 4-inch DualSport SC 
Suspension System for the 
2013-17 Ram 1500 introduces 
revolutionary design concepts 
and innovative engineering to 
the aftermarket world of IFS 
suspension systems. AEV’s 
lineup of DualSport Suspension 
Systems have long been associ-
ated with the unprecedented 
combination of ride quality, han-
dling and off-road performance 
they deliver. This IFS suspension 
system for the Ram 1500 is the latest addition to 
the AEV DualSport family.

625HP HUFFER
Fleece 2004.5-2016 Duramax S362 FMW Turbo Kit
The Fleece Performance S362 FMW Turbo Kit is a replacement turbocharger kit for 2004.5-2016 (LLY, 
LBZ, LMM, LML) Duramax diesels. It comes with a 62mm FMW compressor wheel and high � ow turbine 
wheel rated for 625 rwhp. The company claims this turbo kit is guaranteed to enhance your driving experi-
ence—you’ll enjoy the quick spool-up and throttle response of a small turbo without sacri� cing the big 
top-end power you’re looking for.
Fleece Performance Engineering
317.286.3573
FleecePerformance.com

VP44 PERFORMANCE
Quadzilla Adrenaline Tuner With 
iQuad
The Quadzilla Adrenaline for 1998.5-2002 VP44-
powered Dodge Cummins trucks features dyno 
proven gains up to 180 rwhp, direct VP44 fueling 
control, injection timing, and boost control. The 
iQuad is available for iOS and Android devices 
and allows you to have standard performance 
tuning or multiple owner-created custom tunes 
for street, towing, and performance. The heart of 
the module is a 32-bit processor that allows the 
module to monitor rpm, throttle position, boost 
and load percentage all at the same time to 
provide smooth yet aggressive fueling curves for great power and drivability.

Quadzilla Power
801.872.5472
QuadzillaPower.com

American Expedition Vehicles
248.926.0256
AEV-Conversions.com
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Trust Your Business to the Experts at 
Diesel Performance Parts Inc. - Competitive Guaranteed Wholesale Pricing, 

Unsurpassed Knowledgeable Support, & the Industry’s Best Manufacturers.

866.455.7788 | dieselperformanceparts.com
Diesel Performance Parts Inc. | 411 Allied Dr, Nashville, TN 37211
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FEATURE 2014 DODGE RAM

BY JASON SANDS

W
DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

WORLD’S
FASTEST
4X4

hen diesel performance 
started its upswing in 
the early 2000s, sled 
pullers were at the top 
of the competitive heap. 
These monster-turbo, 

mechanically injected rigs made way 
more power than anything else, leading 
many to ask: Why not put a sled pulling 
engine in a drag truck? It was only a  
matter of time before someone tried it, 
and Jimmy and Dale Smith, along with 
the help of Dan Scheid, decided to make 
that leap. After a number of converter 
and transmission setups, everything 

came together in 2007 for one of the 
quickest and fastest passes to that date, 
a 9.81 at 138 mph, which was unheard 
of for a 6,000-pound truck. After putting 
a number of 9s in the bag, the team 
started to hit trouble spots. They couldn’t 
get a converter that would spool and 
hold up. They couldn’t get the truck to 
stay in its lane. They fought breakage, 
even with the sled puller engine. Jimmy 
hung up his spurs as driver.

The story could have ended right there, 
as 9s is fast, even these days, but the 
team knew the truck could go even 

ONE 2,300HP DODGE WITH
A DECADE OF HISTORY

SCHEID STEPPED UP HIS 
END TOO, WITH HIS LATEST 

ALUMINUM BLOCK CUMMINS, 
WHICH PRODUCES AN INSANE 2,300 
HORSEPOWER. 
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faster. A higher-horsepower engine 
was installed, along with a unique 
transmission combination developed by 
Dan Scheid. Over the course of almost a 
year, Scheid developed a manual valve 
body 48RE transmission that was mated 
to a Crower 4-disc clutch, combining 
the best of sled pulling and drag racing.
The unique clutch setup proved to be 
difficult to launch, but that didn’t stop 
new driver Seth Sullivan from mastering 
the task. With consistent 1.4-1.6 60-

foot times, Sullivan could now power 
around most of the competition, even in 
the eighth-mile. East Coast and Midwest 
drag battles saw the truck often at the 
top of the heap, and the Dodge was 
also one of the first diesel drag trucks 
to crack into the 5s in the eighth with a 
5.87, and 8s in the quarter with an 8.83 
pass at 162 mph.

Over time, Sullivan negotiated a deal 
to buy the Dodge from the Smiths, and 

 The foundation of Sullivan’s power is an aluminum block Cummins built by Scheid Diesel that saves 
more than 100 pounds over a stock block and adds tons of strength. The block has been sleeved, fitted 
with Scheid Diesel rods, 12:1 Arias pistons and a Scheid Diesel roller camshaft.

 The monster 6.4L Cummins made just over 2,300 horsepower on its last engine dyno outing at about 135 psi of boost. Shift points are sky-high (for a diesel) at 5,000 rpm.

 Huge amounts of cylinder pressure come with this type of 
power, so the top end of the engine has been fire-ringed and fitted 
with stout 14mm head studs from ARP.

 The “smaller” of the two turbochargers in the compound-turbo 
setup is an 88mm turbo from Precision Turbo and Engine.

 As if an 88mm turbo wasn’t big enough, a huge 114mm Holset-
based turbocharger is the big air mover, and is a big factor in the 
engine’s wild 2,300hp power rating.

WORLD’S FASTEST 4X4
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decided to ratchet the Dodge up to another level, with a 
700-pound weight reduction along with a full back-half 
and four-link setup. Scheid stepped up his end too, with 
his latest aluminum block Cummins, which produces an 
insane 2,300 horsepower. The transmission remained 
the same basic design including the clutch, and with 
its newfound power, the truck really was quicker and 
faster than ever.

During the 2014 and 2015 season, the green-and-red 
rocket was hard to beat, dipping into the mid-5s (5.52 
best) in the eighth-mile, and trapping 142 mph—a 
speed that still hasn’t been beat by a two-wheel or 
four-wheel-drive Pro Street truck. Although Sullivan 
never got a chance to officially run the truck down the 

FASTEST 4X4

 Scheid Diesel was able to find big gains in upping the airflow inside the 
engine, so an individual-runner intake was fitted to a Hamilton Cams cylinder 
head that flows nearly twice as much as a factory head.

 The factory 12mm P7100 injection pump was replaced with a 14mm P8600 from Scheid Diesel that flows well in excess 
of 1,000cc of fuel. The pump is usually “turned down” quite a bit in order to get down the track.

 Stainless steel injection lines that are 0.120-inch in diameter feed the triple-
feed injectors from Scheid Diesel. The injectors are fitted with 5x.030-inch 
nozzles, and flow more than enough fuel to keep the Cummins happy.

 Sullivan’s Ram doesn’t run an intercooler, but instead uses a multiple-nozzle water injection kit to keep EGTs under 
control. A Simpson valve is used to inject the water at an insane 1,000 psi.

 A lot of folks might see lines running into the intake and think it’s nitrous, but 
Sullivan’s truck is all fuel. The black line is a boost reference, while the rest are 
water injection lines.
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quarter mile, an impromptu data-log pass showed 170 
mph trap speeds, which again would have made for an 
unofficial record.

Like many of those at the top of a sport, Seth Sullivan 
decided that it was time to move on, and sold his 

insane Dodge just a few months ago, without an 
engine, to new owner Logan Yelton. Fortunately (for all 
of us) the final page of this story has yet to be written, 
as Yelton already has an equally serious sled-pulling 
powerplant installed, and is ready to keep the truck 
and its mechanical legacy alive. 

WORLD’S FASTEST 4X4
 The transmission in the ’98 Ram is probably the most unique 
in the business. A manual valve body 48RE-based transmission is 
connected to a Crower 4-disc clutch that Sullivan activates with 
this huge hand lever. He admits it took a good 20 practice launches 
in front of the shop before he got it down.

 It’s weird to see an AMS 1000 controller on a 12-valve diesel, but Scheid indicated it’s a big help in dialing in total boost to help the 
heavy 4x4 get down track without blowing the tires off.

 The bed of the truck was set up to be as simple as possible. A single Optima battery, hydraulic 
pump for the steering assist, and small fuel cell were all mounted out of the way just behind the cab.

 Things soon got serious when Sullivan bought the truck, with a full back-half by Fast Chassis in Mt. 
Washington, Kentucky. The rear end was also replaced with a Fab 9 axle housing and full four-link rear 
suspension with AFCO coilover shocks.
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 Stopping a 5,000-pound diesel can be quite a chore, so twin parachutes were mounted on the tailgate to slow the Ram 
after a 140+mph eighth-mile pass.

 Four 30x14.5x15-inch M&H Cheater slicks are mounted both on the front and 
rear of the Dodge, and are a big reason for its 1.4-second 60-foot times.

 Campaigning (and winning) with a 4x4 Pro Street truck has been no easy task. Tons of between-round maintenance is needed to get the truck ready for the next round, and Sullivan reports he pulls the 
transmission and checks it after every race! He noted all this wouldn’t be possible without the help of friends and family, especially his brother, Micah, who has his own 5-second eighth-mile truck.
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FEATURE 2008 FORD F-250

THE FORD KINGTHE FORD KING
RUDY’S DIESEL BUILDS AN INCREDIBLE 2,000HP DRAG TRUCK
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BY JASON SANDS DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

f you’re a Ford fan, there’s no doubt that 
you know the name Rudy’s Diesel. What 
you might not know is that he’s been 
pounding the ground building the same 
badass 6.4L Ford for almost a decade, 
developing a truck that just becomes more 

powerful and faster as time goes on. While 
Rudy built his Ford for drag racing in the 

ever-popular Pro Street class, he’s not 
above a little multi-use action as 

well, fi nishing in the top 10 at 
the 2017 Ultimate Callout 

Challenge. Is there a badder 4x4 Ford on the planet? 
We don’t think so.

Aaron Rudolf (or “Rudy” as he’s widely known) got 
his start by developing Ford performance parts for 
the very 6.4L truck that you see on these pages. He 
bought the ’08 model brand-new with the intention 
of pushing the new platform further and faster than 
anyone else. By sheer work and determination, 
Rudy’s F-250 was the fi rst 6.4-powered truck in the 
9-second zone, and the fi rst to break 1,000 hp at 
the wheels. Despite his success, the road to Blue 

I
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THE FORD KING
Oval stardom hasn’t been an easy one. Rudy has been through 
a number of different transmission setups, engine combinations, 
and axle setups before the truck progressed to what you see here. 
Over the years, the chassis and body have been transformed to 
where there aren’t many OEM parts left. The doors, bedsides, 
and tilt front end are all fiberglass, parts that Rudy had custom 
made just for his drag truck. The chassis has also been modified, 
with a round-tube back-half, Funny Car-style cage, and a back-
braced 9-inch Ford rear axle. The windows are also Lexan instead 
of glass, and all told Rudy figures he’s removed at least 1,500 
pounds from his Ford in its ultra-light rebuild.

Rudy’s truck has seen at least a dozen engine and turbo 
combinations since ’08, but the latest is by far the wildest. The 
factory block has been fitted with ARP head and main studs, 
and the factory crankshaft swings a set of custom Wagler 

 There’s a very powerful 6.4L underneath the maze of turbo piping that 
surrounds the engine. While the Innovative Diesel-tuned Power Stroke has made 
1,987 rwhp with nitrous, it’s still plenty stout on fuel alone.

 A dual-stage nitrous system from Nitrous Express can add around 500 extra horsepower if need be. There are two 
small solenoids (one of which is used for spooling) and then two large solenoids that do the majority of the power-adding.

 Twin 75mm atmospheric turbochargers are mounted up by the front bumper, where they can grab gobs of cool air. The 
75s blow into an 80mm turbo mounted in the valley, which sends 80-85 psi of boost into the engine.
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Competition Products connecting 
rods that are connected to Diamond 
pistons. The heads have been ported 
and fitted with valvetrain components 
from Rudy’s Diesel, along with an ATI 
Dampener and Elite Diesel flexplate. 

The really wild stuff comes in with 
the fuel and air supply systems, as 
every component is capable of either 
double or triple its factory counterpart’s 
output. For starters, a FASS 260gph 
lift pump gulps up fuel and sends it 
to a twin K16 kit from Rudy’s Diesel, 
along with River City Diesel 150% 
injectors. The turbos are mounted in a 

triple arrangement, with a huge 80mm 
S400 from BorgWarner that is fed by 
twin 75mm S400s also sourced from 
BorgWarner. From there, air flows 
through a custom-built air-to-water 
intercooler, and is further chilled by a 
multiple-stage Nitrous Express nitrous 
system. Horsepower checks in at a 
dyno-proven 1,987 rwhp along with a 
staggering 3,005 lb-ft of torque, which 
makes it the most powerful 6.4L Ford 
out there.

While making power hasn’t been an 
issue for Rudy, putting it to the ground 
has been a different story. After trying 

THE FORD KING
 A huge air-to-water intercooler was fabricated by Rudy’s Diesel to keep the intake charge plenty cool. Vibrant V-band clamps are used to keep the massive volume of air and pressure from blowing the 
intercooler’s piping off.

 An intake plenum was fabricated out of a single billet piece just for this application and directs 
chilled and boosted air directly to each cylinder.

 If you were thinking a lot was missing from the front of the truck, you’re right. A large Fluidyne 
radiator and Optima battery take up space behind the cab where the truck’s bed used to be.

 The front suspension was highly modified for this drag racing application. Coilover shocks from 
QA1 were installed up front along with custom link arms and suspension limiters to prevent wheelies!
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numerous Ford-based setups, he fi nally went to a 
Competition 48RE transmission from SunCoast Diesel. 
The Dodge-based transmission features numerous 
upgrades including billet shafts, a custom torque 
converter, and an adapter plate to make it work with 
the Power Stroke engine.

While the new setup defi nitely has potential, Rudy has 
been honest that they haven’t got a good A-to-B pass 
just yet. With a 1.38 60-foot time, it’s clear the launch 
is there, and with trap speeds in the mid-140s with 
minimal nitrous, it’s clear it’s going to be fast. While 
mid-9s is nothing to sniff at, Rudy has his sights set on 
the 8s with this new setup, so look for this Blue Oval to 
be fl at-out fl ying by the end of the 2017 season! 

 As much weight was taken out of the rear of the truck as possible. Rudy even went as far as to rebuild 
the complete rear section of the truck out of round tubing, which attaches to the original front frame.

 The rear of the truck is quite intimidating with the open bedsides and mammoth 31-inch Goodyear 
Eagle drag slicks that are mounted on 15-inch Holeshot beadlock wheels.

THE FORD KING

 There are no leaf springs anymore; a ladder bar suspension setup with QA1 double-adjustable shocks occupies the rear of the truck 
for optimum traction. The heavy stock axle has also been replaced with a back-braced 9-inch rear end with Wilwood brakes and a spool 
for weight savings.

THE MOST 
POWERFUL 
6.4L FORD OUT 
THERE.
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 Rudy’s Ford has an immaculate interior, especially for a 
race truck. A FunnyCar cage keeps the driver safe, while a 
custom dash and fiberglass doors with Lexan windows keep 
things simple and light.

 Rudy’s passengers at the dragstrip are twin 15-pound 
Nitrous Express nitrous bottles with heaters and blowdown 
tubes.

 Rudy hangs on to a Momo steering wheel that’s connected to a tubular steering column when he’s 
flying down track, while a Racepak datalogger gives an immense amount of information about the 
engine and transmission’s operation.

 The far end of the truck is occupied by safety equipment. An electrical kill switch was mounted to 
kill power if something is amiss with the Ford, while twin Simpson Racing parachutes are designed to 
bring the truck to a halt from 160-plus mph.

THE FORD KING
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here are many ways to build horsepower, and each 
has its advantages and drawbacks. Power costs 
money, but there’s still a smart way to do it. You 
can push some components, and others not so 
much. As a way of exploring, we’ve run into many 
folks who’ve built these 6.6Ls from mild to wild, 

and we decided to share our thoughts from 500 to 1,500 
hp. Enjoy!

500 RWHP 6.6L Duramax
When it comes to 6.6L Duramax engines, there are tons of 
designations to choose from. There are LB7s, LLYs, LMMs, 
LMLs, and even the new L5P. While there have been a number 
of upgrades available for these powerplants over the years, the 
basic architecture has remained the same, which means all models 
respond to tuning and tweaks. In factory form, the earlier LB7 (rated 
at 300 flywheel hp) will put down about 240 to 260 rear-wheel hp, 

BY  JASON SANDSDIESEL WORLD MAGAZINETECH |

HOW TO MAKE 500 TO 1,500 HP WITH GM’S FAMOUS DIESEL

 Duramax engines are an excellent 
platform when it comes to making 
power, as Tony Burkhart’s Pro 
Stock puller makes 1,779 hp (about 
1,400 rwhp) on a single 3.6-inch 
(91mm) turbocharger. The engine 
has a deckplated block, billet crank, 
aluminum connecting rods, Diamond 
pistons, and solid Wagler Competition 
Products heads.

T
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TECH  DURAMAX DOMINATION!

 If you’re looking at modifying a high-mileage Duramax engine, make sure it’s in good shape to begin with. Blown head gaskets (LB7, LLY), leaking injector cups (LB7), or cracked pistons (LBZ) are common 
issues that will need to be taken care of before performance parts are added.

 Factory 6.6L Duramax engines will make 300 to 397 flywheel horsepower depending on the model. Virtually any model can be bumped up to around 600 hp (about 480 rwhp) with simple computer tuning, 
provided that the turbocharger and fuel system are in good working order.
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with the new LML (397 flywheel hp) at around 340 to 360 hp. 
The LLY, LBZ, and LMM will usually fall somewhere in between 
those numbers. Fortunately for horsepower junkies, a simple 
tune is all it takes to get in the 450 to 500rwhp range; we’ve 
seen a bone-stock LB7 hit 477 rwhp on a stingy Mustang dyno 
with just a PPE Hot+2 programmer. Shops across the nation 
also offer custom EFILive tuning, which can be used to switch 
power levels on the fly, or dial an exact power or EGT level.

While the turbochargers of all generations generally limit 
power to some extent, the real weak point in a 500rwhp 
Duramax build is the transmission’s holding power. Especially 
with the earlier five-speed Allison, the higher gears are a weak 
point, and often slippage when standing on it in Fifth is what 
will throw the transmission into limp mode. It should be noted 
that limp mode (when the trans locks itself in a single gear at 
a high line pressure) is not a death sentence. Backing down 
the tune just slightly can keep the transmission going for years 
until a rebuild can be performed.

750 RWHP 6.6L Duramax
It may not seem like a 250-horsepower jump would require 
a host of add-ons, but in terms of power production, virtually 
everything has to be changed to hit that 750 mark. The stock 
turbo peters out well before 600 hp, so a larger turbocharger is 
a must, at minimum something in the 68-75mm inducer range. 
The fuel side will also need an upgrade, as the factory injectors 
and CP3 will also conk out well before 750. A single modified 
CP3 or CP4 pump or twin pumps are a necessity, as is a fuel 
system (lift pump) and a set of 60 to 100% over injectors.

The bottom end of the 6.6L also needs some help when it 
comes to making this type of power. A performance balancer 
is a good idea, and an alternate-fire camshaft that takes the 
stress off the nose of the crank can also be a worthwhile 
addition. LBZ engines have pistons that are prone to cracking, 
so their pistons should be upgraded if the engine is rebuilt. 
Later LMM and LML owners making high-rpm power can 
get away with stock connecting rods, but for earlier engines 
upgraded connecting rods are a good idea. When exactly the 
stock rods will bend is sort of like predicting the weather, but if 
you’re in the 650-750hp range, know that your engine is living 
on borrowed time.

TECH  DURAMAX DOMINATION!

 Factory Duramax turbos were well designed, but you can only push them so far. For power levels past about 500 rwhp, it’s 
time for an upgrade. Turbochargers in the 64-66mm range are good for around 600-700 hp, with 68-75mm turbos being more 
suited to 700-plus.

 Later six-speed Allison transmissions can handle power a little better than the earlier five-speed models, but all Allisons need 
some help when it comes to handling big power. Prices can range from $2,000 for a transmission kit and converter to $8,000 
for a fully built race transmission.

 Duramax engines are very efficient and they don’t need much inlet pressure, so they don’t need quite as much lift pump as some powerplants. Still, as power rises from 700-1,000hp levels, a good fuel system 
is mandatory to keep common-rail pump inlet pressure from dropping to zero.

DURAMAX
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For this type of power, the transmission will 
also need a full rebuild with a flexplate and 
performance torque converter. The clutches 
inside the transmission should also be 
upgraded, and a deep transmission pan 
or secondary cooler is also a good idea. 
Upgrading the shafts largely depends on the 

usage of the truck, and whether it will be 
drag raced or used for sled pulling. It should 
be noted that the cost of this type of build 
isn’t cheap, and while there are shortcuts to 
making 700-plus horsepower (think stock 
engine with lots of nitrous), reliability will 
certainly be a concern.

TECH  DURAMAX DOMINATION!

 Thanks to their high-revving nature (stock Duramaxes can spin to 4,000 rpm), larger single turbos work quite well on these 6.6Ls, even on street trucks.

 There are many exhaust manifold options to replace the restrictive factory manifolds. From 50-state-legal high-
flow manifolds to full race headers, high-flow manifolds are especially helpful when looking to lower exhaust gas 
temperatures.

 Duramax connecting rods are a weak point as power rises. It’s tough to know exactly 
when the rods will bend (a lot depends on tuning) but most experts agree that 700-800 
hp is pushing it. Fortunately, companies like Carillo, Wagler, and R&R make beefed-up 
versions that are much stronger—or you could just buy a complete long block!

DURAMAX
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1,000 RWHP 6.6L Duramax
Hitting the magical 1K mark isn’t an easy 
task, but it’s one that can be performed 
with relatively few upgrades from the 
750hp build. Turbocharging is an area 
of added expense, as a turbo in the 80-
88mm range is mandatory, with many folks 
choosing to go with compound setups 
using either twin or triple turbochargers. 
Intercooler upgrades, piping upgrades, 
upgraded Y-bridges, and a selection of 
custom parts are usually part of bringing a 
1,000hp build to life.

The fuel system will also need some help, 
as 200% over (or larger) injectors should 
be used, along with twin CP3 pumps. If 
the short block is already beefed up it can 
handle 1,000 hp, although a crankshaft 
and main caps and/or a girdle isn’t a bad 
idea. A larger camshaft and ported heads 
can also take some of the workload off the 
compressors and help them spool faster, so 
if you’re planning on a 1,000hp build, plan 
on taking the engine completely apart. A 
transmission that can hold 750 rwhp should 
still be OK at one thousand, but if racing is 
involved, then a selection of aftermarket 
shafts and internal parts are something that 
should be included in the budget.

TECH  DURAMAX DOMINATION!

DURAMAX
 Single turbochargers can be used to make virtually any amount of power, but for street trucks, compound turbos are a great mix of performance and response. They’re also the hot ticket for EGT reduction 
and towing.

 Modified CP3 (or CP4 in 2011 and later trucks) pumps are needed around 550 rwhp and up. Twin pumps are also an option, and for high-rpm, 
high-horsepower applications, twin modified pumps are a good idea.
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TECH  DURAMAX DOMINATION!

1,500 RWHP 6.6L 
or 7.1L Duramax
There aren’t many GM diesels that can break 
1,500hp at the wheels in this country (or any 
country for that matter), as the time, effort, 
and monetary outlay that it takes to make this 
kind of power can be daunting. For the engine 
itself, you’ll be looking at an all-out racing long 
block, complete with a forged and internally 
balanced crank, severe-duty rods, forged 
pistons, a girdle, filled block, billet caps, main 
studs, and high-dollar, high-strength head 
studs. Recently, competitors have even gone 
as far as to deckplate these engines, although 
that has mainly been a practice among pullers.

Due to the complexity of these types of builds, 
a number of shops we talked to recommended 
going with a full race crate engine, one that 
would have a specific grouping of parts set up 
with certain tolerances. These types of engines 
can be purchased from companies like Dirty 
Hooker Diesel, Industrial Injection, SoCal Diesel, 
and Wagler Competition Products. After securing 
all the needed options, expect to pay a good 
$30,000 or more for the long block—and that’s 
not counting turbo or fuel upgrades. Speaking 

of turbos, it seems that “triples” are the power-
adder of choice at this rarified level. Even turbos 
as large as the 98mm Garrett and Precision 
turbochargers are pushed to their max to make 
this power, so many folks go with three: two into 
one. For this setup you’d be looking at two 75mm 
or two 80mm turbos into a single 80mm, and 
total boost in the 100psi range. The intercooler 
is most likely a custom air-to-air or air-to-water 
unit, and connections must be heavily reinforced. 
Fueling is another “all-out” scenario and 400 to 
800% over injectors, twin modified CP3 pumps, 
and twin lift pumps pushing a total of 300 gph or 
more are standard fare.

Where Does It End?
At this point, the most powerful Duramax 
engines in the country (that we know of) make 
somewhere around 2,500 to 3,000hp at the 
flywheel. At this year’s UCC, the Trippplemax 
entry of Wade Minter cranked out 1,960 hp to 
the rear tires with a set of huge triple turbos 
and multiple stages of nitrous—with a factory 
block. The engine endured through the drags, 
dyno, and sled pull without an issue, proving 
that this type of power can still be somewhat 
reliable.

 At 700 horsepower, traction can become a big problem, and at 1,000 hp or more, it can even be a problem in four-wheel drive.

DURAMAX

 Modified CP3 (or CP4 in 2011 and later trucks) pumps are needed around  
550 rwhp and up. Twin pumps are also an option, and for high-rpm, high-horsepower 
applications, twin modified pumps are a good idea.
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TECH  DURAMAX DOMINATION!

 Duramax engines are a very popular engine swap for older trucks and muscle cars 
thanks to their relatively compact nature and light weight as compared to other diesel 
engines.

 The most powerful common-rail Duramax engine that we know of resides in Kyle 
Michael’s “Climax” puller. With four CP3 pumps, a stand-alone engine management 
system, and 109mm and 127mm turbochargers, the engine produces an estimated 
3,000 horsepower and 4,000 lb-ft of torque and easily revs to 6,000 rpm.

DURAMAX
While the outer limit of performance is a sight to behold, most daily 
drivers we know of fall into the 500 to 800hp range. Usually these trucks 
aren’t built all at once to offset costs; a transmission build might happen 
one year, the next year it might be turbo and fuel. Oftentimes, owners 
will run stock short blocks while they build the core up for more power, 
or buy one turbo for 600hp, then use it in a compound arrangement 
when they shoot for 900 or 1,000. As ludicrous as owning a 1,000hp 
truck might sound, we know of quite a few of them, and some are still 
even driven daily. As time marches on, one thing is for sure: The ’01-17 
Duramax diesels will continue to be a versatile and exciting platform that 
inspires diesel enthusiasts for years to come.   

DUE TO THE COMPLEXITY OF THESE 
TYPES OF BUILDS, A NUMBER OF SHOPS 

WE TALKED TO RECOMMENDED GOING WITH A 
FULL RACE CRATE ENGINE... 
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EVENT LOCATION: BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

2017 TS PERFORMANCE
OUTLAW DRAG RACE
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BEECH BEND RACEWAY 
PARK
270.781.7634
BeechBend.com

DP-TUNER MOBILE DYNO
828.221.0076
DP-Tuner.com

OUTLAW DIESEL SUPER 
SERIES
OutlawDieselSS.com

TS PERFORMANCE
270.746.9999
TSPerformance.com

n performance diesel motorsports, two simple letters 
generate awe, excitement and high expectations. Those 
letters are T and S, which have been synonymous with 
one of the best annual diesel events of the last decade: 
the TS Performance Outlaw event. After suffering 
through rain storms the past couple years that curtailed, 

delayed or rained-out the sled pulls, event promoters Dennis and 
Sheila Perry decided to focus on drag racing for 2017. Around 
5,500 diesel enthusiasts descended upon Beech Bend Raceway 
Park Friday and Saturday June 2 and 3, 2017, to check out two 
days of diesel action on and off the track.

Of course, the six classes of ODSS drag racing on the Beech 
Bend dragstrip was the headlining event, but the TS Performance 
crew had more to offer diesel enthusiasts, including a large 
manufacturer’s midway where top manufacturers, distributors 
and shops displayed their latest and greatest diesel performance 
parts. The DP-Tuner mobile chassis dyno crew was also on hand 
for enthusiasts who were brave enough to put their trucks to the 
test on the rollers. Both gas and diesel-fueled truck enthusiasts 
were able to enter the All Truck show-n-shine as well as the All 
Truck Shootout.

I
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WHAT A DRAG!
In the All Truck Shootout, trucks would be challenged 
in three events including a 1/8-mile speed/stop 
challenge, 1/4-mile drag race, and show-n-shine 
judging. As it was the newest competition at the TS 
event, there were only a handful of entries vying for the 
win with the diesel-powered GMC 2500 HD of Allen 
Fowler taking the overall win by dominating all three 
aspects of the competition, finishing with the quickest 
1/4-mile time and 1/8-mile speed/stop time as well as 
the show-n-shine for a clean sweep.

The show-n-shine competition was held on the grounds 
near the drag race pits. It was easy for spectators to 
walk through the large gathering of gas and diesel-
powered show trucks, with amazing examples on hand. 
Awards were handed out for Best of Show, as well as 
Best Dodge, Ford and GM and Best Suspension, Paint, 
Engine and Interior for both gas and diesel trucks. Wade 
Flannery took home the Best of Show award in the diesel 
category while Eric Johnson won in the gas class.

Friday’s drag racing action consisted of qualifying 
for the ODSS pro classes along with qualifying and 
eliminations for the ET Bracket, 7.70 Index and 6.70 
Index classes. All classes except for the Pro Dragster 
class competed in 1/8-miles runs while the dragsters 
were able to run the full 1/4-mile track. Saturday’s 
racing featured more qualifying/test-and-tune passes 
in the morning with eliminations in the afternoon for 
all six of the ODSS classes including the ET Bracket, 
7.70 Index, 6.70 Index, Pro Street, Pro Mod and Pro 
Dragster classes.

 Kevin Meredith ran two vehicles in the ET Bracket class, including his infamous short bus.

 This Pro Mod Dakota made its debut at the TS event, putting plenty of power to the track to wrinkle up the sidewalls of the huge rear slicks.

 Meredith’s other ride for the ET Bracket class was this Chevrolet Cruze Diesel that took the class win Friday night over Kenneth Phillips and his Dodge.

 The first of his three wins on the weekend came Friday night for Eugene Ogle and his F-100 taking down David Fisher’s Dodge in the 7.70 Index class.
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WHAT DRAG!
In the classes that ran both days Eugene Ogle was 
the weekend hero for sure, dominating the dragstrip 
by taking home wins in three of the four classes he 
entered. Ogle won Friday’s 7.70 Index class along 
with Saturday’s ET Bracket and 7.70 Index classes 
to nearly sweep the weekend. The only other driver 
to even make two fi nal rounds was Banean Woosley, 
who took home the 6.70 Index class win Friday and 
fi nished runner-up to Austin Doidge on Saturday. 
Kevin Meredith won the ET Bracket class on Friday in 
a Chevy Cruze Diesel to round out the winners in the 
bracket and index classes.

Saturday’s Pro Dragster fi nal round looked to be a 
good race, pitting the two fastest diesel dragsters 
in a head-to-head battle for supremacy with Wade 
Moody’s Duramax-powered dragster, with its new 
turbo setup, against Jared Jones and the Scheid 
Diesel Cummins-powered dragster. As the lights 
fl ashed yellow, Moody jumped a little early and 
handed the win to Jones, but both drivers stayed in 
the throttle to complete their runs. Moody crossed 
the fi nish line in 6.878 seconds at 199 mph while 
just behind him the billet engine block in Jones’ 
dragster came apart, blowing the head, deckplate, 
cylinder liners and turbos off the top of the block and 
leaving the assembly dragging alongside the dragster 
by the fuel lines. Fortunately, Jones and Moody both 
escaped unharmed but it did slow track activities for 
some time while the track crew cleaned and prepped 
the track for the rest of the runs.

During the cleanup, the TS Fuel Girls threw T-shirts 
and other swag out to the crowd and the infamous TS 
Performance Bikini Contest took place. Once the track 
was cleaned up, the remaining fi nal rounds were 
run. Lavon Miller took home the Pro Street win after 

SHOW-N
-SHINE
RESULTS
DIESEL
BEST OF SHOW:
Wade Flannery
BEST DODGE:
Cameron Guernsey
BEST FORD:
Cody Hamm
BEST GM:
Chuck Stewart
BEST SUSPENSION:
Joshua Baldwin
BEST PAINT:
Pleasant Cook
BEST ENGINE:
Cody Martin
BEST INTERIOR:
Trevor McFeaters

DIESEL TOP 10
Chase Pawlanta
Andy Thomas
Allen Fowler
Cory McIntosh
Marc & Rickie Meyers
Jay Tindal
Cameran Doolin
Blake Barker
Cody Hargrove
Cody Shaner

 Banean Woosley (near lane) took the 6.70 Index class win over Rick Fox in a Firepunk/Anteater Dodge battle.

 Jared Jones heats up the rear tires to get ready for the Pro Dragster fi nal round.

 Allen Fowler and his GMC took the inaugural TS Performance All 
Truck Shootout win—he’s seen here bringing the GMC to a quick 
stop in the Speed/Stop Challenge.

 Wade Flannery took home the Best of Show Diesel show-
n-shine honors for his amazing Cummins 4BT-powered 1968 
Chevrolet C10.

 Jones took the win at the light when Wade Moody jumped a little too early and triggered the red light.
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DIAMONDEYEPERFORMANCE.COM
800-635-9950

K4163A ‘11-’15 CHEVY 6.6L 
4” ALUMINIZED DPF BACK 
DUAL EXHAUST KIT

125102 ‘08-’10 FORD 6.4L
4” ALUMINIZED 2 PIECE DOWN 
PIPE EXHAUST KIT

BIG SELECTION OF STAINLESS
& BLACK COATED LOGO TIPS 
FROM 4”-8” OUTLETS

#321056 ‘04-’10 CHEVY/GM   
3” TURBO DIRECT PIPE FOR
LL7, LBZ & LMM DURAMAX

122004 ‘94-’97 FORD 7.3L
3” ALUMINIZED 2 PIECE DOWN 
PIPE EXHAUST KIT

#221043 ‘94-’02 DODGE
4” HX40 TURBO DIRECT PIPE
& V-BAND CLAMP

#321099 ‘93-’01 CHEVY/GM 
6.5L 2.5” PERFORMANCE
CROSS-OVER PIPE

K4111A ‘01-’05 CHEVY 6.6L 
4” ALUMINIZED CAT BACK 
SINLE KIT W/#321055 T.D.P.
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Dustin Jackson tripped the red light by starting a little 
too early. Ryan Milliken took advantage of Michael 
Dalton’s slow reaction at the lights to take home the 
Pro Mod win despite pedaling through a slower pass 
than Dalton, who ran a lower ET in the loss.

After the official racing was completed, Milliken 
accepted a big money call-out from Bobby Ducote 
of Street Outlaws New Orleans fame to race any 
diesel for more than $5,000. With a ton of cash on 
the line, Milliken knocked the tires off and pedaled 
his Cummins-powered Nova to the finish line behind 
Ducote’s new Mustang. But something tells us we 

DRAG RACE FINAL
ROUND RESULTS
SATURDAY
DIESEL WORLD/DIAMOND PISTONS PRO DRAGSTER
PLACE DRIVER ET MPH
Champion Jared Jones 7.935 115.44
Runner-up Wade Moody 6.878 199.11
 (red light)
SUNCOAST PRO MOD
PLACE DRIVER ET MPH
Champion Ryan Milliken 6.321 137.53
Runner-up Michael Dalton 6.265 107.50
HOTSHOT’S SECRET PRO STREET
PLACE DRIVER ET MPH
Champion Lavon Miller 5.489 137.13
Runner-up Dustin Jackson 5.321 134.38
 (red light)
FLOPRO 6.70 INDEX
PLACE DRIVER ET MPH
Champion Austin Doidge 6.620 102.40
Runner-up Banean Woosley 6.618 108.03 
ATS DIESEL/DIESEL POWER 7.70 INDEX
PLACE DRIVER ET MPH
Champion Eugene Ogle 7.764 82.05
Runner-up Kendrick Byler 7.620 91.96
JAMO ET BRACKET
PLACE DRIVER ET MPH
Champion Eugene Ogle 8.016 70.81
Runner-up Ryan Stallings 9.445 74.11

FRIDAY
FLOPRO 6.70 INDEX
PLACE DRIVER ET MPH
Champion Banean Woosley 6.824 105.33
Runner-up Rick Fox 6.897 97.08
ATS DIESEL/DIESEL POWER 7.70 INDEX
PLACE DRIVER ET MPH
Champion Eugene Ogle 7.904 75.62
Runner-up David Fisher 7.955 88.46
JAMO ET BRACKET
PLACE DRIVER ET MPH
Champion Kevin Meredith 10.800 66.66
Runner-up Kenneth Phillips 9.087 82.83

WHAT A DRAG!
 The TS footrace was another new event added to the weekend of festivities. The dash for cash was a fun event for 
those willing to sprint down the track.

 Despite taking the win, the Scheid rail did not fare too well in Bowling Green, with 
the head, turbos and complete top end blowing off the block before it crossed the finish 
line. Fortunately, no one was injured and the team at Scheid Diesel built and installed a 
new engine in the dragster the very next weekend.

 Lavon Miller (near lane) took the win in the Pro Street class Saturday when Dustin Jackson left a little too early.

 Joshua Baldwin won the Best Suspension award for the custom-fabricated air suspension on his GMC Denali HD, seen here in its 
lowered position.

 Woosley had a chance to double up, making it to the 6.7 Index final round but falling to Austin Doidge (near lane) as they both broke 
out. Doidge’s was the lesser foul and took the win.
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have not seen the end of this budding small-tire rivalry, and we 
expect to see Milliken’s Nova get the best of the gasser in the 
not-too-distant future.

If you weren’t able to attend, you can check out the event 
highlights here on these pages. Plans for the 2018 TS 
Performance Outlaw Diesel Drag Race are already underway, so 
start planning now so that you can attend and/or compete. We 
hope to see you there. 

 Street Outlaws New Orleans driver Bobby Ducote showed up with his new Mustang “Lil Legend,” a wad of cash, and a challenge for the diesel racers. Milliken took him up on the challenge but fell a little 
short as the Nova blew the tires off once again, allowing the nimble Mustang to take the win.

 In Saturday’s 7.70 Index final round Ogle took home his second win of the 
weekend, this time defeating Kendrick Byler’s Dodge.  About 10-minutes later, Ogle won his third final of the weekend in the ET Bracket class by beating Ryan Stallings’ Chevy.

 Eugene Ogle was the man of the weekend with his 1972 Ford F-100 and its Chevrolet chassis and Duramax engine, 
winning three of four classes that he entered.

 Woosley and Fox ride off into the sunset Friday night in the 6.70 final round run.

WHAT A DRAG!
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FEATURE 1958 FORD F-100

BY JACOB WHITE 

R
DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

REDNECK
RAT ROD
A 1958 FORD F-100 WITH
A 5.9L CR CUMMINS AND
ALLISON TRANSMISSION

at Rods are something 
extremely popular in the 
hot rod market these 
days and doing a diesel 
conversion on some 
old rusted-out vintage 

chassis just makes it that much cooler 
in our opinion. But for Holden Jung, a 
professional horse trainer in Bountiful, 
Utah, growing up around the farm and 
ranch lifestyle allowed him to put his 
own redneck � are on this 1958 F-100 
rat rod build. 

Jung developed a love for old hot rods 
and custom car fabrication in his early 
teens working at his uncle’s repair shop. 
With a little experience under his belt, 
Jung went to work at Weaver Customs 

in nearby West Jordan. Known as a 
high-end hot rod shop, Weaver Customs 
has produced some the most impressive 
diesel-powered builds we’ve ever seen. 
On his own time, Jung converted his 
personal 1986 Ford F-250 with a 
12-valve Cummins and really started to 
get attached to the diesel performance 
market. He later helped his parents 
convert their Ford F-450, which 
originally had a 6.0L Power Stroke, to a 
less problematic common-rail Cummins 
backed with an Allison transmission.

After a few years at Weaver, Jung 
mentioned to his boss, Randy Weaver, 
that his grandma had this 1958 Ford 
F-100 just sitting out behind the house 
in a hay � eld, and he’d remembered 
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shooting the windows out of it with his BB gun as a young kid. 
Weaver had mentioned that the short bed, big back window Fords 
were sought after by hot rod guys, and it could make a killer 
restoration project. Jung sat on those words for a bit and soon 
asked his grandma about the old Ford. She couldn’t remember the 
whole story on the truck, but was certain it had been sitting there 
untouched for close to 30 years and told Holden he could have it if 
he could � gure out how to get it out of the pasture.

The next weekend, with the help of a couple buddies and an old 
tractor, the F-100 was dragged from its resting place and into the 
barn where they could work at getting it back up, running and road-
worthy. The original plan was to put a new fuel-injected gas motor 

 Your eyes don’t deceive you; that in fact is a 2005 5.9L Common Rail Cummins wedged between the fender wells of this 
old Ford. With a little redneck engineering and some rat rod inspiration, anything is possible.

 Transferring power to the rear end of the F100 is a 5-speed Allison 
transmission from a 2005 GM Duramax. The Destroked billet adapter plate, 
� ywheel and trans controller made it a pretty simple bolt-up option to back the 
Cummins power plant.

 Inside the cab, Jung had to start from scratch since the truck had been gutted 
and left to rust in his grandpa’s � eld for almost 30 years. A new � rewall and 
transmission tunnel had to be built to make room for the Cummins engine and 
Allison transmission. The TCI Outlaw shifter and race-inspired bucket seats help 
tip off on lookers to the horsepower hidden beneath the rusty, worn-out-looking 
body panels.

 Running with the Redneck Rat Rod theme, the inside of the bed brings its own � are to the build with old barn wood 
planks cut and installed as a bed � oor and some rusted out 55-gallon oil drums cut up to make some tubbed fender wells. 
It’s almost like they were meant to be there.

 The 1958 Ford F-100 in a short bed with that big one-piece rear window is a sought-after truck for the hot rod crowd. 
But when one like this has been in the family for half a century, the sentimental value and stories behind the scratches and 
dents make it worth more left alone than it would be fully restored.

REDNECK RAT ROD
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in it, but Jung’s parents had just retired their F-450 Fummins from 
heavy hauling and he realized that powerplant would be perfect for 
the build. After some smooth talking, he convinced his parents to 
let him pull the motor and trans to put in the F-100 chassis—and 
the real work began.

Before putting a bunch of horsepower and torque into the 50-year-
old truck, the frame was fully boxed to reduce fatigue and chassis 
twist and a complete front end from a 2006 Ford Crown Victoria 
was modi� ed to � t under the front. This offered a great ride with 
modern power steering, independent coilovers, and room for 
some 255/55R18 tires. For the rear suspension, Jung fabricated 
a complete 4-link assembly with adjustable QA1 coilover shocks 
and a narrowed Ford 10.5 rear axle. The axle was narrowed up so 
it � t under the F-100 body and kept the 305/50R20 Nitto 420 tires 
under the bedsides. The narrowed axle also leaves enough room 
for some massive slicks and wide wheels when the time comes to 

 While the outside of the truck was left to show what 20 years of ranch life 
and 30 years of sitting in a � eld will do to a truck, the chassis got a few high-
dollar upgrades like the coilover adjustable QA1 rear shocks and full 4-link rear 
suspension.

 Jung used his experience from working on hot rods at Weaver Customs to fab up the 4-link suspension for the back of 
the truck. Adjustable upper and lower link arms will help plant the horsepower and torque when and if this truck � nds its 
way to a race track in the future.

 For the front suspension, a complete front end crossmember assembly was 
salvaged from a 2006 Ford Crown Victoria for just $300. This setup has become 
popular for independent front end conversions due to the low cost and great 
performance. Plus, replacement parts like shocks, ball joints and brake pads are 
easily found at any parts store.

 For braking, Jung didn’t want to skimp out and go cheap, so a full Wilwood dual master cylinder kit was ordered up and 
modi� ed to � t the truck. All the brake lines were hand made from scratch by Jung—not done perfectly on purpose, need 
to stick to that rat rod look, right?

 This three-year project took countless hours to complete and has turned out to be a great little daily driver that turns 
heads everywhere it goes. Jung gets compliments and questions on it just about every time he stops somewhere.

REDNECK RAT ROD
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get the truck to a drag strip. For braking, the factory Crown Vic calipers 
and pads up front and Ford Super Duty calipers and pads out back are 
fed by a dual master cylinder Wilwood brake system.

With some custom motor mounts and a hand-fabricated 
transmission crossmember, the 2005 5.9L Cummins engine and 
5-speed Allison transmission were bolted into the chassis. There 
was a ton of cutting and massaging required to get that big motor 
and trans to clear the cab, and a custom � rewall and transmission 
tunnel had to be fabricated to make it all � t. But with some planning 
and time, it all worked out great. The Cummins engine is attached 
to the Allison transmission with a kit from DeStroked; it includes a 
bellhousing adapter plate, � ywheel, wiring harness and complete 
transmission controller. Jung had to build the shift linkage himself 
and uses a TCI Outlaw ratchet shifter in the cab to select gears 
from the driver seat. GRS Drivelines built the custom driveshaft to 
connect the Allison transmission to the Ford rear axle.

The heart of this little beast is that 5.9L Common Rail Cummins 
engine, which remains all stock internally. Jung did plan ahead and 
installed a set of ARP head studs with the higher boost levels and 
abuse he knew he’d soon be throwing at it in mind. For fueling, 
an Airdog 150gph lift pump feeds an 85% over CP3 injection 
pump and 180hp injectors from Industrial Injection. For air� ow, an 
Industrial Injection Silver 69 turbocharger feeds boost through an 
intercooler off a 7.3L Power Stroke. The intercooler piping was all 
custom fabbed, along with the simple 4-inch intake. The engine 
was wired with a Painless Performance 5.9L wiring harness and 
is tuned with a Smarty S06 programmer. Tuning has been left in 
the lower settings in hopes of keeping that stock 5-speed Allison 
alive until Jung can afford to fully build it with a triple-disc torque 
converter and better clutches. 

Inside the cab, Jung has done quite a bit of work to give the truck 
a race-inspired Redneck Rat Rod feel. Rowels off some old spurs 

 The steering wheel came from JOES Racing and goes right along with the nice bucket racing seats Jung found for 
cheap online.

 While the main idea was to build something fun to drive that not everyone had, 
without breaking the bank, money was spent where it made sense. The custom 
suede race seats were one of those places, the Crow race harnesses help keep 
things safe in the cab as well. Jung had to fabricate the seat brackets for both 
sides of the truck himself and they worked out perfectly.

 The hand-fabbed transmission tunnel uses some steel Jung found lying around the ranch, along with some barn wood 
and an old horseshoe for good luck. The custom center console also houses a couple cup holders, some Kicker speakers and 
the TCI Outlaw ratchet shifter to control the Allison transmission.

 The back end of the truck is pretty much all stock except for that sweet rear bumper that was just some scrap steel tubing 
Jung found hiding in a big pile of scrapes behind the barn.

REDNECK RAT ROD
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were used for washers around the switches on the dash and an old 
worn horseshoe is � tted to the center console for good luck. The 
complete console and transmission tunnel was hand-fabricated 
and some old barn wood was used to cover it all; the same wood 
was also used in the bed for a paneled � oor. The stereo system 
was installed using a Kicker 40PXiBT50.2 two-channel amp 
controller, along with Kicker 6x8s for the doors, Kicker 6x9s for 
the center console, and a Kicker 10-inch subwoofer between the 
seats. The suede racing seats were installed using brackets Jung 
built himself, and Crow lap belts keep occupants snug. The dash 
is � lled with AutoMeter Arctic White gauges and an Edge CTS2 
Insight monitor is used to watch the other engine and transmission 
vitals like boost, EGT and transmission temperature. 

The project took Jung around three years to complete to driving 
form, but he says it’s far from over. As a newlywed, his budget has 
been pushed far enough, so the truck will sit as-is for a while and 
make for a fun little street truck. His build plans include bee� ng up 
that Allison transmission, fabricating a compound turbo kit, adding 
some massive rear tires, and pushing the motor to its maximum 
potential at 1,000+ horsepower. With the current setup, the 
little F-100 put down 495 hp on the Super� ow Chassis dyno at 
a recent Northwest Dyno Circuit event, which seems to be more 
than enough to scoot this little shorty around town. Jung says he’s 
had a blast building the truck and is extremely happy with how it’s 
turning out. His main goal was to build something fun to drive that 
was different from anything else around, and while rat rods are 
becoming more popular, this F-100 Redneck Rat Rod is de� nitely 
something new and unique. 

 The Jack Daniel's Old No. 7 whiskey bottle being used for a coolant over� ow 
tank adds some style under the hood for sure.

 Supporting the hand-made 4-inch intake tube you’ll � nd a slightly modi� ed adjustable end wrench—total rat rod, right? 
Think his grandpa will ever notice it missing from the toolbox?

 An Industrial Injection Silver 69 turbo is bolted up to the stock common rail exhaust manifold to help supply enough air 
to the engine. With an 85% Dragon Fire CP3 injection pump and 180hp Industrial Injection injectors, the little truck would 
have the potential to go 700+ on the chassis dyno. But the stock Allison transmission wouldn’t take it for long, so tuning is 
kept low to keep the trans alive.

 Feeding fuel to the engine is an Airdog 150gph lift pump with lines and 
brackets Jung had to make speci� cally to � t the chassis.

 On the Northwest Dyno Circuit Super� ow chassis dyno, the truck put down 495 hp on the Smarty S06 tuner’s Level 3. 
Once the transmission has been built to handle more, Jung plans to turn the power up and possibly add a set of compound 
turbos and shoot for 1,000+ horsepower.

REDNECK RAT ROD
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We Fuel Your Adventures.™

CALL US: 800-826-5776       VISIT US: TRANSFERFLOW.COM

IN-BED AUXILIARY FUEL TANKS

TOOLBOX AND 
REFUELING TANK COMBOS

LARGER REPLACEMENT FUEL TANKS

AIM FOR THE BEST.
You know who you are. You know what you want. Being prepared 
for whatever life throws at you and your truck comes naturally to 

 
you want to drive further and longer than the other guy. The 
only decision to make is which fuel tank or tank combination 

 
You’ll leave the plastic fuel containers for boys who don’t know  
how to do anything other than run a lap top or lift anything heavier 
than a smart phone. You’re an aluminized steel kind of man. 
You aim for the best.
 
Transfer Flow fuel tank systems come complete with everything 
you need for installation. Engineered and manufactured in 
Northern California, our aluminized steel fuel tanks have been 
time-tested tough in the USA for more than 33 years. Check out 
our website and choose the right fuel tank for your truck.

Prepare now for whatever is going to happen next. Get 
a Transfer Flow fuel tank and spend less time at the 
pump and more time doing what YOU want to do! 
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BY JACOB WHITE DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

EVENT LOCATION: MORGAN, UTAH

uring the hot summer months in central Utah, you’ll 
fi nd most diesel guys busy at work, out in the fi elds 
raising crops or punching a time clock in an offi ce. 
But on June 17th, every diesel junky in a 300-mile 
radius was gathered for the Starlite Diesel Dyno 
event held in conjunction with the Northwest Dyno 
Circuit (NWDC) and a United Pullers Association sled 

pulling event in Morgan, Utah.

Specializing in custom EFILive tuning for the Cummins and 
Duramax trucks, Starlite Diesel has made quite a name for itself in 

the industry and tunes some of the most competitive sled pulling 
and drag racing trucks in the country. Obviously, their knowledge 
of the EFI tuning software makes them extremely talented when it 
comes to tuning daily drivers for better power, mileage, and towing 
performance as well. Owner Zach Fuller decided it was time to 
team up with his close friends at the NWDC and host one of the 
many stops on the 2017 summer points circuit.

The dyno competition kicked off early Saturday morning and was 
categorized like all NWDC events with Stock GM, Dodge and Ford 
classes. Along with Small Single (under 70mm), Large Single (over 

D
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HORSEPOWER
IN THE HILLS

STARLITE DIESEL DYNO AND UNITED PULLERS EVENT
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HORSEPOWER
71mm), Small Twin (under 80mm), Large Twin (over 
81mm) and Unlimited. With a cap set at 60 trucks, 
the sign-up sheet was full before noon, and the crews 
blasted through them quickly, allowing some extra time 
for the Unlimited class entries to make sure everything 
was just right before they spooled those triple turbos 
and armed the nitrous switches.

Notables on the chassis dyno were Randy Reyes, a 
recent Ultimate Callout Challenge competitor who 
stole the show with a brutal 2,058hp run thanks to 
his triple turbos and a little nitrous. Starlite Diesel had 
its Duramax dually on the rollers and was just cresting 
1,400 hp when the torque converter bolts sheared off 
mid-pull. Richard Scott’s 6.4L Power Stroke smashed 

DYNO
STOCK GM
Jeremy Schradee, 546 hp
Tyler Ivie, 533 hp
Matt Highland, 531 hp

STOCK FORD
Richard Scott, 713 hp
Drake Dearden, 574 hp
Dalton Klingler, 513 hp

STOCK DODGE
Brandon Swensen, 601 hp
Dillon Klingler, 586 hp
Austin Elsmore, 582 hp

SMALL SINGLE
Kody Pulliam, 788 hp
Andrew Harper, 761 hp
Jordan Willie, 665 hp

LARGE SINGLE
Tre Ferguson, 750 hp
Dustin Mitchel, 655 hp
Garret VanBeekum, 558 hp

SMALL TWIN
Justin Archibald, 1,063 hp
Trevor Humphries, 908 hp
Oakley Bond, 844 hp

BIG TWIN
Dave Lauren, 1,083 hp
Verlon Southwick, 977 hp
Ian Dyksman, 616 hp

UNLIMITED
Randy Reyes, 2,058 hp

SLED PULL
WORK STOCK
Dillon Klingler, 175 ft
Austin Elsmore, 173 ft
Dalton Klingler, 163 ft

OPEN STREET
Housten Smith, 159 ft
Trevor Ernest, 156 ft
Kaleab Hales, 148 ft

2.5 INDUCER
Colby Swanson, 186 ft
Kyle Messerly, 170 ft
Bryant Evans, 163 ft

2.6 INDUCER
Steve Durant, 207 ft

3.0 INDUCER
Trevor Larkin, 241 ft
Tom Hansen, 232 ft
Trevor Nieffenegger, 231 ft

PRO MOD DIESEL
Shawn Baca, 242 ft
Russ Prescott, 192 ft
Ryan Thain, 183 ft

RESULTS

 Running in the United Pullers Open Street class, Shannon Perkins took her fi rst shot at sled pulling in this Cummins-powered Dodge she calls the Little Red Wagon. Unfortunately, things didn’t go quite as 
planned as some axle hop and bounce led her to lift a little soon, ending the pull at 97 feet. But huge props to her for getting out there and trying—you’ve got to learn somehow.

 Oakley Bonds of Nephi, Utah, had this big blue Dodge on the rollers and slammed down 844 hp in 
the Small Twin class, which allows all compounds up to an 80mm turbocharger. That run was enough 
to land third spot in the class, very respectable numbers for daily-driven rig.

 This clean and sleek lowered 6.4L Power Stroke is owned by Richard Scott of Roy, Utah, and laid 
down 713 hp. Scott has made a few improvements under the hood like custom Tyrant Diesel tuning, No 
Limit Fabrication intake, an HT Turbo 71mm Low Pressure turbo, BTS Transmission torque converter, 
and an H&S Motorsports wastegate kit.

 There is just something about a clean OBS Ford that gets a guy excited. This crew cab 7.3L Power 
Stroke is owned by Austin Thomas of Clinton, Utah, and made 477 hp on the Superfl ow Dyno. Great 
numbers from an old HEUI engine.

 As the dyno event sponsor, of course Starlite Diesel had to have its own display. Owner and lead 
tuner Zac Fuller has spent years tweaking, tuning and building on this truck and has competed in both 
Ultimate Callout Challenges. Broken converter bolts during his time on the dyno created some issues, 
but not before he smashed out more than 1,400 hp.
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out a 713hp run in the Ford class and Justin Archibald had his 
Small Twin Common Rail Cummins fine-tuned to the sound of 
1,063 hp as one of only a few to crack into the four-digit range 
on the day. 

Mother Nature brought some beautiful weather for the event, 
and the cool mountain air and lush green hillsides made for 
an amazing evening around the dirt sled pull track. The stands 
were packed and everyone was smiling as some of the strongest 
running diesel trucks of the region tried to plant that horsepower 
to the extremely short 250-foot track. The United sled had to 
transfer the weight quick and hard to be sure to shut these trucks 
down in time; at night’s end, Shawn Baca’s famous 2,500hp 
Master Shredder made the longest pull of the evening at 242 
feet. With the help of Edge Products, the Morgan event was a 
major success for the United Pullers team and you can expect 
to see more action-packed events along their 2017 circuit. 

HORSEPOWER

 Master Shredder, owned and piloted by Shawn Baca, the lead engine builder at Industrial Injection, has made quite the 
name for itself over the past couple seasons. As a competitor at the Ultimate Callout Challenge, it laid down over 2,500 hp. 
This truck has also made a few passes in the mid-9s at the track and dominated the sled pull thanks to those cut pulling 
tires, placing first in the Pro Mod Diesel class.

 Bryant Evans from Tremonton, Utah, had his 6.7L Cummins on the dyno 
earlier in the day where he made 590 hp in the Small Single class. Out 
on the pull track the black Dodge ran 163.1 feet before getting stopped 
by the big sled.

 No, it’s not a diesel, but who doesn’t love seeing big-block Chevy, running straight alcohol, with a massive blower sticking out of the hood, carrying both front wheels 5 feet in the air all the way down a dirt 
track? The old Chevy, Cheap Shot Reloaded, is owned and driven by Skyler Neibaur of Rigby, Idaho.
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HORSEPOWER

 There’s nothing like the sound of a set of 40-inch mud terrains spinning 100 mph on the chassis dyno, right? While it’s not ideal to run that big heavy dyno, at least you’ll get real world numbers for what 
your truck makes on the street.

 The Dynomite Diesel-sponsored Cummins truck run by Trevor Larkin from Syracuse, Utah, has made a strong 
surge to the front of the pack in the 3.0 Inducer class along the United Pullers summer circuit. Another first place 
pull at Morgan proved he’s in it to win week in and week out in hopes of another season points championship.

 This super-clean LBZ is owned by Jordan Willie from CDP Motorsports out of West 
Valley, Utah. With a 66mm Borg Warner SXE turbocharger under the hood and plenty of 
fuel, this hot street truck is one to watch out for, laying down 665 hp to the tires.

 Dustin Willey drove all the way up from Craig, Colorado, to try his hand on the Northwest 
Dyno Circuit dyno only to have some problems getting his big S400 single turbo to light. 
Running hardly any boost and smoking like crazy, the truck made just 359 hp, which is 
unfortunate because it has made nearly 700 hp in the past.
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HORSEPOWER

 The Edge-sponsored truck owned by Ryan Thain of Benson, Utah, has been competing in the Pro Mod class for a couple seasons now. His first attempt down track for the season didn’t go quite as planned 
after something in the drivetrain broke and sent the engine over 6,000 rpm before he could get out of it. A spike in rail pressure blew out one of the pressure lines and led to a pretty intense under-hood fire.

 Tom Hansen has been a competitive puller all over the country chasing the 3.0 Inducer points series with the NHRDA, but he still makes sure to get to every United Pullers event he can in between. With 
Industrial Injection, Edge Products and Starlite Diesel Tuning as his main sponsors and contributors to the build, you know Hansen will always be a threat for a first-place hook.
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ATS Diesel Performance sells replacement parts designed to improve a diesel engine’s efficiency and reliability. Some states, specifically California, have strict regulations applicable to parts that you may legally use on your diesel truck. Be sure to review applicable 
municipal, state, and federal rules before you purchase and install an ATS product to make sure you are in compliance.  ATS also designs and manufactures certain parts for off-road and race use only. These parts are not intended for sale in any state, including 
California, where the items do not comply with local rules.
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FEATURE 2002 FORD F-250

GOIN’ FOR
BROKE A BUDGET-BUILT,

600HP 7.3L
PULLER
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BY MIKE MCGLOTHLIN 

M
DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

aking the most of any situation is what life’s all about. For Zach 
Green, that meant converting his once daily-driven ’02 F-250 into 
a dedicated sled puller. After a wreck on black ice landed the truck 
on its roof back in 2012, his insurance company considered it a total 
loss. He didn’t feel the same way—as even though the truck had 
rolled, the damage was minimal. After a little time with a porta-power 

and a windshield replacement, evidence that it’d been upside down was virtually 
nonexistent. Still, the ’02 F-250 could no longer be registered in Green’s home state 
of South Carolina, forcing him to improvise. It was here that the “Goin’ for Broke” 
idea was born: a budget-built 7.3L that could mix things up on the local Carolina 
Truck and Tractor Pullers circuit.

Long Block Swap
With a powdered metal rod version of the 7.3L Power Stroke under the hood, Green 
knew it would never survive the kind of power he wanted to make. After hunting 
down a cheap ’97 long block—an engine equipped with forged-steel rods—he 
resealed the oil pan and lowered it into the truck. The few hard part upgrades the 
7.3L did receive were a set of Stage 2 beehive valve springs from Swamp’s Diesel, 
Smith Brothers pushrods, and ARP head studs.

300/400 Hybrids, Gen3 HPOP
Jumping right in, Green opted for a set of 300/400 hybrid injectors from Performance 
Injection Systems, along with all the supporting mods required to keep them happy. 
Adequate high-pressure oil volume is on tap thanks to a Gen3 pump from Swamp’s 
Diesel (coupled with a factory 17-degree unit). Suffi cient fuel supply makes it to the 
injectors courtesy of Irate Diesel Performance’s basic competition system, which 
works in conjunction with a regulated return setup from Diesel Innovations. The dual 
tasks of taming the 400% over nozzles and keeping the connecting rods straight 
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was left in the hands of Power Hungry 
Performance in the form of custom PCM 
tuning.

2.5-inch S400
As if competing with the HEUI injection 
system isn’t enough of a challenge, 
Green’s local pulling class dictates 
that he can only run a map groove 
style turbocharger if its inducer size 
is 63.5mm (2.5 inches)—which is 
miniscule when it comes to feeding 
7.3 liters of displacement. To make the 
most of the situation, Green reached 
out to a company on the leading 
edge of aftermarket turbo technology: 
Engineered Diesel. The call was 
answered with a competition-ready, 

 Knowing that powdered metal rods would never hold up to the kind of power he planned to make, Zach Green ditched the factory 7.3L Power Stroke in 
his ’02 F-250 in favor of a 150,000-mile forged rod engine out of a ’97. While Green made the mandatory upgrades a 7.3L needs to handle high horsepower 
(stronger pushrods, stiffer valve springs, and head studs), the rest of the long block is 100-percent stock.

 Thanks to a T4 turbo mount from Irate Diesel Performance, a 2.5-inch charger sits at the back of 
the 7.3L’s lifter valley. Built by Engineered Diesel, the 2.5-legal turbo is based on a BorgWarner S475 
and features a 63.5mm billet compressor wheel, a 0.200-inch map width enhancement groove (MWE), 
and an 87mm turbine wheel inside a 1.10 A/R exhaust housing. Boost peaks somewhere around 57 
psi during the course of a pull.

 To get the truck into the 600rwhp range, 300/400 injectors from Performance Injection Systems 
are employed. The hybrid injectors flow 300cc worth of fuel and utilize 400% over nozzles. The oil 
demands of the injectors are met courtesy of a Gen3 high-pressure oil pump from Swamp’s Diesel, 
which mounts above a factory displacement (17-degree) pump.

 After diesel gravity-feeds through a Beans Diesel Performance sump in the factory tank, it makes its way to this basic competition fuel system from Irate Diesel Performance. Combined with a regulated return 
system from Diesel Innovations, the Fuelab 41401 pump sends fuel to the rear of each head, and an adjustable Fuelab regulator keeps pressure set to 70 psi.

GOIN’ FOR
BROKE
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LOVE YOUR DIESEL BUT HATE THE STEERING? 
Borgeson steering components can get you in-line.

BORGESON STEERING SHAFTS

HD Shafts available for:

1979-2008 Chevy
1979-2008 Dodge
1979-2008 Ford
1972-2006 Jeeps

Worn steering shafts will cause loose, wandering 
steering. Borgeson U-Joint and shaft assemblies 
give a tight precise feel to the steering. Original 
steering shaft assemblies are not designed 
for towing, plowing, off-road use or body lifts. 
Borgeson replacement steering shafts are so 
strong, they will probably outlast your truck!

BORGESON 2003–2008  DODGE BOX
#800123, Borgeson has sourced and adapted this brand new mas-
sive “6-Bolt” power steering box for the 2003–2008 Dodge trucks. 
Similar to Chrysler’s offering for the 03-08 Dodge trucks this Borge-
son “Dodge Box” offers the largest piston diameter for the most avail-
able power assist and a modern variable valve that allows for stable 
highway driving and effortless parking and maneuvering. Borgeson 
has adapted the pitman shaft to be compatible with all OEM and 
dropped pitman arms that fit the stock box. 
#800123 Fits all OEM and after-market pitman arms. 

1994–2002  DODGE DIESEL PUMPS
Part #800328 Manufactured from all new components this is a direct 
replacement Hi-Flow power steering pump for the 1994-2002 Dodge 
Ram 2500 & 3500 trucks with the Cummins Turbo Diesel motor. This 
pump has the output pressure/flow calibrated to 1450-1550 PSI and 
3.5 GPM to provide your Ram with all of the power its steering needs. 
Includes new powder coated reservoir, cap and drive key. 

‘03–08 #800123

Find out more!!! Visit us at...www.borgeson.com
Borgeson, 9 Krieger Drive, Travelers Rest, SC 29690 
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SPECIFICATIONS
2002 FORD F-250
OWNER: Zach Green
HOMETOWN: Gray Court, SC
ODOMETER: 176,427 miles
ENGINE: 1997 forged rod 7.3L Power Stroke with Swamps Diesel Stage 2 
beehive valve springs, Smith Brothers chromoly pushrods, ARP head studs
FUEL/OIL: Performance Injection Systems 300/400 hybrid injectors, Diesel 
Innovations regulated return with Fuelab regulator, Irate Diesel Performance 
basic competition fuel system, Beans Diesel Performance sump, Swamp’s 
Diesel Gen3 high-pressure oil pump over stock 17-degree pump
TURBO/AIR: Engineered Diesel S475-based, 2.5-inch turbo with billet 
63.5mm compressor wheel, 87mm turbine wheel, 1.10 A/R exhaust 
housing, Irate Diesel Performance T4 turbo mount, ’99 Super Duty 
intercooler
EXHAUST: Irate Diesel Performance 4-inch downpipe, MBRP 4-inch 
system to 6-inch miter-cut bed stack
TUNING: Power Hungry Performance custom files via Hydra Chip
TRANSMISSION: 4R100 built by Stone’s Performance with DPC 4-disc 
converter, billet input shaft, Alto Red clutches, modified pump and valve 
body, Matt Maier shift box
HORSEPOWER: 600 rwhp (est.)
TORQUE: 1,100 lb-ft (est.)
TIRES: BFGoodrich All-Terrain T/A, 305/70R16
WHEELS: Hoss XD795, 16x8 (front); factory Alcoa, 16x7 (rear)
AXLES: Rear Dana 80 with Lincoln locker and 4.63 ring and pinion, front 
Dana 60 with spool and 4.56 ring and pinion
SUSPENSION: Farmboy Fabrications traction bars, blocked rear suspension

 A stout Dana 80 from an ’03 F-350 dually resides at the rear of the truck, and it’s been graced with a welded differential 
(a.k.a. Lincoln locker) and 4.63 gears. For zero travel, the rear suspension is blocked. The front Dana 60 makes use of a spool 
and 4.56 gears.

 After diesel gravity feeds through a Beans Diesel Performance sump 
in the factory tank, it makes its way to this basic competition fuel system 
from Irate Diesel Performance. Combined with a regulated return system 
from Diesel Innovations, the Fuelab 41401 pump sends fuel to the rear of 
each head, and an adjustable Fuelab regulator keeps pressure set to 70 psi.

 Traction bars built by the late Farmboy Fabrications keep the Dana 80 
from rotating and the rear duals digging. The burly units feature 1.5-inch 
diameter x 0.25-inch wall DOM steel tubing with bolt-on frame brackets 
and welded axle brackets.

billet 2.5 charger that produces just shy of 60 psi of boost. It 
mounts at the back of the lifter valley thanks to a complete T4 
turbo mounting kit from Irate Diesel Performance.

Fortified 4R100
Keeping the transmission build local, Green had nearby 
Stone’s Performance prep the truck’s four-speed automatic for 
sled pulling. Things get started with a 4-disc DPC converter 
sitting on a billet input shaft, Alto Red clutches provide minimal 
torque loss from the converter to the output shaft, and valve 
body and pump mods keep pressure up. To manually control 
gear changes and lockup, Green uses a shift box built by 7.3L 
guru Matt Maier.

A Content Underdog
As you might’ve guessed, Green’s Super Duty is never the 
favorite when it rolls into the fairgrounds. But he has nothing 

GOIN’ FOR BROKE
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to lose. His HEUI-injected, stock-bottom-end 
7.3L is up against a sea of built-to-the-hilt 
Cummins and Duramax mills, many of which 
are cranking out 400 more horsepower. The 
fact that his Ford can hold its own against 
some of the strongest running trucks in the 

Southeast says a lot about its overall setup 
and his driving experience. With more than 
130 hooks on a junkyard 7.3L that regularly 
sees 4,200 rpm and nearly 60 psi of boost, 
it’s easy to see why the weight box says Goin’ 
for Broke. 

GOIN’ FOR BROKE
 Keeping a stock-rod 7.3L Power Stroke alive at 600 hp means limiting low-rpm 
timing and making sure the engine lives upstairs. To do this, Green called upon Power 
Hungry Performance for custom PCM tuning via one of the company’s Hydra Chips. The 
custom-tailored fi le Green pulls with waits until roughly 2,600 rpm before aggressively 
ramping up timing, and also calls for 3.2 milliseconds of pulse width and 3,500 psi of 
injection control pressure (ICP).

 This shift box, built by Irate Diesel Performance’s Matt Maier, allows Green to have full control over converter 
lockup. During the course of a pull, Green leaves the 4R100 in third gear, locks the converter at 4,200 rpm, and doesn’t 
unlock it until the truck spins out at the end of the track.
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 As is often the case with lower horsepower trucks, a loose track typically gives Green and his Super Duty the best shot at winning, while hard-packed, biting clay tracks favor the higher horsepower trucks in 
his class. Even though Green knows competing with a 600hp 7.3L is futile, he’s grown accustomed to being the perpetual underdog and thoroughly enjoys mixing it up with some of the hottest-running Cummins 
and Duramax-powered trucks in his area.

 You’re looking at some of the damage the Super Duty incurred during a rollover accident five years ago. While 
the damage was minimal, the insurance company totaled the truck. But after buying it back, turning a porta-power 
loose in the cab, and replacing the windshield, Green had his F-250 all but repaired. Then, because it could no longer 
be legally driven on the street, he, his friends, and his father, Bob, began the process of transforming the truck into 
a dedicated puller.

 To maximize the truck’s front footprint and make sure the duals do their fair share 
of digging, Green runs 30 psi of air pressure in the front BFGoodrich All-Terrains and 50 
psi in the rear. A pair of 16x8 Hoss XD795s add a little dress up to the front end, while 
the factory 16x7 Alcoas bolt to the Dana 80 out back.

GOIN’ FOR BROKE
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FEATURE 2016 FORD F-250

EMPTION
BY MAXWELL MATTHEWSON DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

ONE BUILDER TOOK ASPECTS FROM ALL 
AROUND THE TRUCK SCENE AS INSPIRATION

EMPTION
ONE BUILDER TOOK ASPECTS FROM ALL 

he truck scene can arguably be dissected into 
three basic categories. You have your lowered and 
bagged truck guys; then the antithesis to that is the 
lifted truck guys; and � nally there’s the performance 
truck scene. But what do you do if you fall into more 
than one of those categories? You do like Armen 

Adjarian did and build something that is suited to your liking even 
if it encompasses a little bit of all those subgenres. Adjarian is 
the owner of True Bliss Customs, a premiere custom truck shop 
in Canoga Park, California. Having been in the scene a number 
of years, he found himself feeling backed into a corner with his 

builds. He always felt he had to do something that � t wholly into 
one category. That all changed when he picked up his latest build, 
a 2016 Ford F-250.

Altered Stance
Wanting something as a guinea pig for his custom suspension 
line, Adjarian got to work tearing out the suspension on his new 
Super Duty. In place of the factory radius arms, he installed a 
True Bliss Customs short arm four link kit. He also converted the 
front to a coilover con� guration with an upper coilover bucket and 
billet lower coilover mount. For bump relief, a set of custom made 

T
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King coilovers was bolted into the new location. Out back, a set 
of lowered Atlas springs and True Bliss traction bars replaced the 
stock units and a pair of King reservoir shocks were installed. This 
setup brought the front down almost three inches and the rear is a 
full four and a half inches closer to the pavement.

Pushing the Power Stroke
Once the suspension was tested and geometry validated, it all 
came back apart to go to powdercoat. In the meantime, Adjarian 
needed a little more power out of the 6.7L Power Stroke. Luckily, 
this wasn’t his � rst Power Stroke project and he knew exactly what 
to do. The � rst call was to Midwest Diesel to order a 66mm turbo 
kit with stainless steel intake piping. With that on its way, a No Limit 

Fabrication intake was ordered and installed onto the 6.7L along 
with a Snow Performance water/methanol kit. Getting that hot turbo 
exhaust out of the engine quickly was important and Adjarian found 
the shortest path: through the hood. So a hole was cut and piping 
was run. Finally, a Spartan tuner allowed Adjarian to pull the full 
potential out of the turbodiesel. With all that power available with 
the tap of the throttle, he knew he needed better clamping force 
and upgraded the stock Ford brakes to Wilwood big brakes.

Old With the New
With the suspension and performance taken care of, Adjarian 
turned his attention towards the body. This is where he used a 

REDEMPTION

WITH ALL THAT POWER AVAILABLE 
WITH THE TAP OF THE THROTTLE, 

HE KNEW HE NEEDED BETTER CLAMPING 
FORCE AND UPGRADED THE STOCK FORD 
BRAKES TO WILWOOD BIG BRAKES.
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lot of restraint. Rather than go over the top with 
custom paint and wild colors, he kept the stock 
Ruby Red paint intact. He then paint-matched 
the bumpers and installed a hand laid carbon 
� ber grille up front. Adjarian and his crew then 
disassembled the headlights and paint-matched 
the insides before converting them to projectors. 
He also installed a set of 22-inch American 

Force billet wheels with powdercoated gold lips 
and bronze faces by Gas Powdercoating. Then 
came the old school in� uence. Adjarian had 
Valley Kustoms apply subtle pinstriping to the 
wheels and Monster Hook. He then had Dict8or 
spelled out on the Wilwood calipers in gold leaf. 
It’s not something you see every day. When all 
the exterior work was done, Adjarian had Harry, 

REDEMPTION

 American Force 22x11 Shield wheels wrapped in Toyo Proxes look great and 
offer a little contrast against the red paint.
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SPECIFICATIONS 
2016 FORD F-250
OWNER: Armen Adjarian
HOMETOWN: Canoga Park, CA
ODOMETER: 7,418 miles
ENGINE: 6.7L Power Stroke 
FUEL: Snow Performance Water/Methanol
AIR: No Limit Fabrication cold air intake with Midwest Diesel 
66mm turbo
TUNING: Spartan tuner
EXHAUST: Custom hood stack
TRANSMISSION: 6R140 TorqShift
HORSEPOWER: 650 (est.)
TORQUE: 1,300 lb-ft (est.)
TIRES: Toyo Proxes ST, 305/40R22
WHEELS: American Force Shield, 22x11 
SUSPENSION/STEERING: True Bliss Customs short arm four 
link with coilover conversion, King coilovers, Atlas leaf springs, 
True Bliss Customs traction bars

a.k.a. “My Detail Guy,” out of Van Nuys, California, color correct 
the entire truck to showroom perfection.

Matching the Drapes
With so much done to this truck, Adjarian wanted to tie the 
interior into the build. He did this by overlaying carbon � ber on 
many of the dash plastics. Anything not overlaid in carbon, like 
the A/C vents, was painted black or gold. The seats received a set 

of amber Roadwire seat covers with custom diamond stitching.
At � rst glance, Armen Adjarian’s Super Duty looks fairly stock 
but as you delve in deeper, you begin to realize that there is a lot 
more to this truck than may � rst appear. His taste may not be for 
everyone. But as he says: “I just wanted to create a truck that � t 
my style and interests, and not everyone may like it, but hopefully 
they can appreciate it.” Well said, Armen, and we can tell you that 
it is very much appreciated. 

REDEMPTION
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EVENT LOCATION: ELDORA & LYONS, INDIANA

DAVIESS COUNTY 
FAIRGROUNDS
812.636.7611

DIESEL DOCTOR 
PORTABLE DYNO
814.884.0480

LOWRY SLED RENTAL
219.984.5333
LowrySledRental.com

LUCAS OIL
PRO PULLING LEAGUE
812.216.4024
ProPulling.com

LYONS RACEWAY PARK
LyonsRacewayPark.com

WAGLER COMPETITION 
PRODUCTS
812.636.0391
WaglerCompetition.com
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BY KYLE TOBIN   PHOTOS BY CHRIS TOBIN & KYLE TOBIN DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

  NEXT 
LEVEL

he Wagler Diesel Competition has always 
had the goal of stepping up the traditional 
diesel show with the addition of live music to 
their two-day events—but this year, Jeremy 
Wagler and his team wanted to take it further. 
After the excitement of the high-speed drag 

racing at the UCC event as well as Wagler’s friendship with 
Street Outlaw legends Farm Truck, AZN, and Jeff Lutz, the 
decision was made to add a third day for some drag racing 
competition. Wagler wanted to use the occasion to help 
bridge the gap between gas and diesel drag racers with fi ve 
simple classes, four of which could burn either fuel. The stage 
was set for an epic and unique diesel event June 9-11, 2017, 
in Eldora and Lyons, Indiana, just a few miles from the home 
of Wagler Competition Products in Odin.

Friday and Saturday were set to host a show-n-shine as 
well as a dyno competition on the Diesel Doctor’s dyno 
throughout both days, with sled pulling starting each evening. 
It’s common in dyno battles to have categories for top Chevy, 
Dodge, and Ford, which were implemented at WDC. But 
Wagler again wanted a unique aspect to the rollers and added 

a fourth category, King of the Dyno, for race-level performers 
to enter and wow the crowd. Plenty of nitrous was sprayed 
to push the winning trucks to four-digit horsepower levels in 
all classes. Vinnie Hobert was the surprise winner for the Top 
Ford class with more than 1,200 ghetto-fogged horsepower 
from his 2004 E-350 daily driving work van that he and his 
friends had literally fi nished putting together the night before.
When it came time for the King of the Dyno competition, 
Lavon Miller brought his UCC-winning 2006 Dodge Ram 
2500. Miller had some concerns with his machine and so 
he took it easy on the rollers, yet was still able to throw down 
more than 1,600 horsepower to take home the crown.

On Saturday, the PPL sled pulling didn’t start until after a 
children’s tractor pull was held inside the covered section 
of vendor displays. Kids were separated into a few weight 
divisions to be fair with the weight they would have to pedal 
down the concrete. A crowd gathered around to cheer as 
each kid tried their best to drag the sled by their own muscle.

As evening came, the stands in front of the pull track began 
to fi ll in eager expectation of the big show. On Friday in 

AT THE 2017 WAGLER DIESEL COMPETITION

T

 Street Outlaws 405 member Farm Truck along 
with Jeremy Wagler teamed up in the Wagler 
Shop Truck, and Jeff Lutz lined up in his Mad Max 
Camaro pro mod in the other lane to give the fans 
a show.
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the Limited Pro Stock Diesel Truck class, Mac Cottrell took his 
Cantankerous Dodge 6 feet past the competition for a winning pull 
of 333 feet. Saturday night saw a whole different group of podium 
finishers, with Jeff Hossler’s Flirt N With Disaster Dodge topping 
the pack at 326 feet.

Two classes of tractors also took to the track both Friday and 
Saturday night. In the Limited Pro Stock tractor class, one driver, 
Justin Wagler, took both nights’ victory with his capable Real Deere 
machine, pulling 358 feet Friday and 310 feet Saturday. For the 
Hot Farm tractors, Jeff Fleck piloted his Red Strokes beast 337 
feet down the clay to win Friday night, while Charlie Kirschner on 
Never-E-Nuff went 325 feet to win Saturday.

The Pro Stock Diesel Truck class saw a tight battle for the top of 
the podium during Friday’s event, with Jim Greenway taking the 
Gertrude Dodge 342.88 feet, less than an inch and a half past Matt 
Penn. But Penn didn’t give up; he rallied hard the next day to win 
Saturday night with a 318-foot hook.

Despite the Pro Stock and Super Stock trucks now looking so 
similar, the crowd still gets excited when they see the familiar and 
outlandish paint schemes of the Super Stock Diesel Truck class 
take to the dirt. Kent Crowder and the lightning-covered Scheid 
Diesel Dodge overtook them all at 352 feet for the Friday night 
class win. On Saturday night, Justin Gearhart proved to be the 
Cream of the Crop as he rose to the top of the class to win at 326 
feet down the track.

With two days of intense sled pulling, awesome dyno action, amazing 
trucks to gawk at, and outstanding live music performances both 
nights, some might be content to wrap up a show. But not Wagler 
and his team. They moved the event to the Lyons Raceway Park 
dragstrip on Sunday to allow gas and diesel cars and trucks to 
battle it out for a whole lot of green and a whole lot of pride. Without 

 Vinnie Hobert also hit the burnout pad poured specifically for the WDC to show some white tire smoke.

 Rich Strube was the big winner in the show-n-shine, taking the Best Overall on Saturday with this aggressive GMC Denali 
dually, and the Best GM with his other lifted dually.

 A 337-foot pull gave Jeff Fleck the Hot Farm Tractor class win for Friday night.

NEXT LEVEL
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CUSTOM CAMSHAFTS AVAILABLE  •  ALL CAM CORES ARE NEW AND NEVER REGROUND  •  INCREASE TORQUE, HORSEPOWER AND EFFICIENCY
WHILE REDUCING TURBO LAG, EGT’S AND FUEL COSTS

WHAT WE OFFER
CYLINDER HEADS

Starting at $599

CAMSHAFTS
Starting at $599

VALVE TRAIN COMPONENTS
Starting at $199
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Starting at $195
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any bracket or slower classes, racing action would be 
nothing but run-what-you-brung, heads-up racing. 
The five classes would consist of a 7.70 index Street 
Fighter class open to gas or diesel, a 6.70 Index that 
was open as well, a Pro Street diesel truck class, and 
the two Instant Green classes open to either fuel and 
divided only by tire size. And between these classes, 
Farm Truck and Jeremy Wagler would pilot the Wagler 
Shop Truck against Jeff Lutz in his ’69 Camaro dubbed 
Mad Max for some exhibition passes down the track.

In the index classes, it came down to several gassers in 
the finals since the classes ended up filled with mostly 
local gas racers. Hopefully next year more diesel trucks 
will step up to the plate and take the challenge head-
on. In the 7.70 Street Fighter group, it came down to 
Kenneth Boucherie in his 1990 Ford Mustang against 
Bill McCarty’s 1984 Dodge D150, where McCarty took 
home the class win. For the 6.70 racers, Garry Harris 
in a 2005 Chevy Silverado squared off against Joey 
Moore and his 1998 Chevy Camaro—and a truck took 
the victory once again.

Two-time UCC champion Lavon Miller and his 2006 
Dodge Ram was a favorite going into the Pro Street 
class, and he made his way into the final. But when 
he went up against Johnny Gilbert in his tube-chassis 
2001 Ram, Miller had some issues at the line while 
Gilbert launched clean to take the Pro Street win.

The Instant Green Big Tire class came down to 
Judd Coffman’s ’67 pro mod Shelby Mustang and 
Richard Edwards’ 2015 dragster. Coffman had been 
consistently fast and although the rail was quicker, 

SHOW-N-SHINE
FRIDAY
BEST OVERALL:
DUSTY SULLIVAN
BEST DODGE:
AUSTIN MYERS
BEST FORD:
BRENT JONES
BEST GM:
BLAINE WALKER

SATURDAY
BEST OVERALL:
RICH STRUBE
BEST DODGE:
DOUG BRIDGES
BEST FORD:
DALTON GASSAWAY
BEST GM:
RICH STRUBE

 Mac Cottrell plowed his way to the top of the Limited Pro Stock class in his Cantankerous machine that pulled 333 feet Friday night.

 Winning both Friday and Saturday’s Limited Pro Stock Tractor class pulls was Justin Wagler in his Real Deere rig.

 Gertrude took Jim Greenway 342 feet for the Pro Stock class win during Friday night’s pull.

NEXT LEVEL
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Coffman took the class win by reaction time and faster 
mph. Ryan Milliken and his electric green Cummins-
powered Chevy Nova II beat several gassers across the 
line to make it to the Small Tire class fi nal against Nick 
Taylor in the Chevy Malibu he calls Maliboost. It was 
a tight race all the way down the track but Milliken 
pulled around the Maliboost at the top end of the track 
for the win.

Between the innovative drag racing, a large fi eld of 
sled pullers, and one-off live concerts, Wagler and 
his dedicated family and friends worked hard under 
the sun to pull off another amazing and unique event 
packed with about 4,000 fans. The Wagler crew didn’t 

DRAG RACING 
RESULTS
BIG TIRE
PLACE DRIVER VEHICLE ET MPH
Winner JUDD ’67 Shelby 4.042 194.72
 COFFMAN
Runner-up RICHARD ’15 Rail 3.949 188.20
 EDWARDS

SMALL TIRE
PLACE DRIVER VEHICLE ET MPH
Winner RYAN Chevy Nova II 5.34 148.00
 MILLIKEN 
Runner-up NICK Chevy Malibu 5.58 125.00
 TAYLOR 

PRO STREET
PLACE DRIVER VEHICLE ET MPH
Winner JOHNNY ’01 Dodge 6.197 105.11
 GILBERT Ram
Runner-up LAVON ’06 Dodge 12.046 68.31
 MILLER Ram

6.70 INDEX
PLACE DRIVER VEHICLE ET MPH
Winner GARY ’05 Chevy 6.706 105.11
 HARRIS Silverado
Runner-up JOEY ’98 Chevy 6.711 103.02
 MOORE Camaro

7.70 STREET FIGHTER
PLACE DRIVER VEHICLE ET MPH
Winner BILL ’84 Dodge 7.799 81.37
 MCCARTY D150
Runner-up KENNETH ’90 Ford 7.782 89.19
 BOUCHERIE Mustang

DYNO WINNERS
TOP CHEVY
NAME VEHICLE HORSEPOWER TORQUE (LB-FT)
STEPHEN ’05 Silverado 1,247 2,219
O’NEAL 2500 1,332 (N2O) 2,294 (N2O)

TOP DODGE
NAME VEHICLE HORSEPOWER TORQUE (LB-FT)
BLAKE ’07 Ram 2500 709 1,376
POORE  1,095 (N2O) 1,985 (N2O)

TOP FORD
NAME VEHICLE HORSEPOWER TORQUE (LB-FT)
VINNIE ’04 E-350 803 1,402
HOBERT  1,213 (N2O) 2,203 (N2O)

KING OF THE DYNO
NAME VEHICLE HORSEPOWER TORQUE (LB-FT)
LAVON ’06 Dodge 1,634 2,841
MILLER Ram 2500

 The Scheid Diesel Dodge took Kent Crowder to fi rst place in the Super Stock class Friday with a 352-foot pull.

 Huge smiles were everywhere inside the vendor area as 
several kids tried their best to drag a sled down the concrete and 
had a blast doing it.

 Jeff Hossler wasn’t Flirt N With Disaster too much on Saturday when he took his machine 326 feet 
to win the Limited Pro Stock class.

 With dirt fl ying, Matt Penn and the Penn Farms rig made a 318-foot pull to take home the Pro Stock 
class victory on Saturday.

NEXT LEVEL

 Cream of the Crop rose to the top of the Super Stock class Saturday night with Justin Gearhart pulling 324 feet.
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shy away from taking the event to the 
next level as they continue to build a 
show worthy of everyone’s attention. 
With a large group of sled pullers 
chomping at the bit and the challenge 
put out to all the diesel drag racers to 
step up to the plate, next year’s Wagler 
Diesel Competition promises to hit a 
whole new level. We hope we see you 
there. 

TOP-3 DIESEL TRUCK
SLED PULL RESULTS*
*(for full results including tractor classes visit propulling.com)

FRIDAY: SUPER STOCK
PLACE DRIVER TRUCK DISTANCE
1 Kent Crowder Scheid Diesel 352.11
2 Justin Gearhart Cream of the Crop 347.39
3 Wesley Kusilek Cummins Killer 346.40

PRO STOCK
PLACE DRIVER TRUCK DISTANCE
1 Jim Greenway Gertrude 342.88
2 Matt Penn Penn Farms 342.77
3 Jacob Bair Off Constantly 340.86

LIMITED PRO STOCK
PLACE DRIVER TRUCK DISTANCE
1 Mac Cottrell Cantankerous 333.27
2 John Humpe Trouble Maker 327.08
3 Adam Hallien Wrecker 327.04

SATURDAY: SUPER STOCK
PLACE DRIVER TRUCK DISTANCE
1 Justin Gearhart Cream of the Crop 326.24
2 Kent Crowder Scheid Diesel 321.72
3 Chris Ryan Big Bad Dodge LSE 318.33

PRO STOCK
PLACE DRIVER TRUCK DISTANCE
1 Matt Penn Penn Farms 318.39
2 Jon Bair Grin N Bair It 316.14
3 Brad Ingram Scheid Diesel 313.60

LIMITED PRO STOCK
PLACE DRIVER TRUCK DISTANCE
1 Jeff Hossler Flirt N With Disaster 326.43
2 Jon Manns Crazy Ex 324.64
3 Jordan Kinderman Cummin Get It 321.63

NEXT LEVEL

 The Big Tire final came down to Judd Coffman’s pro mod ’67 Shelby Mustang against Richard Edwards’ dragster, where Coffman came out on top.

 Ryan Milliken was yanking his front tires off the ground a bit to drive his Chevy Nova around Nick 
Taylor’s Malibu. With only two tenths of a second to spare but more than 20 mph faster, Milliken took 
the win in the Small Tire class.

 Two four-wheel-drive diesel beasts lined up for the Pro Street final, but when Lavon Miller had 
troubles getting off the line, Johnny Gilbert cut a great light and left Miller in his smoke to take the 
class win.

 At the dragstrip, Farm Truck 
and Jeff Lutz of Street Outlaws 
took time out from preparing 
their race vehicles to sign 
autographs and spend time 
with the fans.

 A couple of fast Pro Street 
diesel trucks square off to 
battle as the stands fill with 
eager spectators.
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BY  MIKE MCGLOTHLINDIESEL WORLD MAGAZINETECH |

ILLINI OUTLAW DIESEL’S ’02 DURAMAX 
BUCKS THE PURPOSE-ONLY PULLING TREND

 From the front of the frame rails to the hitch, no area of Andrew Karker’s ’02 Chevy Silverado 2500 HD went untouched. With the body still sitting in the paint booth at the time of our photo shoot, we were able 
to get up close and personal with a chassis that had been spec’d to perform at the top of the newly-created Pro Street Diesel Truck class within the Illinois Tractor Pulling Association (ITPA).
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n the age of purpose-built, competition-
only pulling trucks, many enthusiasts like 
to harken back to a time when things were 
simpler. You know, when you could pull 
your truck on Sunday and then drive it to 

work on Monday. While those days are likely gone 
for good, a few diehards are still able to win in the 
dirt with a truck they regularly drive on the street.  
 
Andrew Karker of Illini Outlaw Diesel is one such 
believer. A longtime truck puller and Duramax guru, 
he entered the sport at a time when your daily 

driver doubled as your puller—and that work-and-
play mentality has never left his mind. As you can 
imagine, when his local sanctioning body (the Illinois 
Tractor Pulling Association) introduced a street-
based truck category for 2017 Karker immediately 
got to work building something that could compete.

Coined the 8,000-pound Pro Street Diesel Truck 
class, key limitations entail a 2.6-inch smooth-
bore turbocharger rule and single-rear-wheel 
configuration. And although the field of trucks in this 
class can theoretically still be driven on the street, 

everyone knows that nine out of ten won’t be. Making 
a conscious effort to buck this purpose-only trend, 
Karker made sure each and every component that 
made its way onto his ’02 Chevy Silverado 2500 
HD served two purposes: It would give the truck an 
advantage both in the dirt and on the pavement. The 
parts recipe employed in this build will likely result 
in a truck that makes close to 800 rwhp, competes 
at the front of the new Pro Street Diesel Truck field, 
and can run low 11s at the drag strip. Follow along 
for an inside look at the truck’s First Place-caliber 
powertrain, chassis, and suspension setup. 

I

 At the heart of the ground-up build rests an LB7-based Duramax that’s reinforced with Wagler 
Competition Products connecting rods, Diamond Racing pistons, a Wagler alternate-fire camshaft, and 
ARP fasteners from top to bottom. To keep the engine efficient (and ultimately, street friendly), Karker 
elected to run non-de-lipped, factory-compression pistons. The heads are stock (and were sourced 
from a Kodiak, ironically enough) aside from a set of Performance valve springs from Hamilton Cams 
and Merchant Automotive heavy duty chromoly pushrods.

 The LB7’s rotating assembly was balanced by “Bert” at River City Diesel in East Peoria, Illinois, and 
topped off with an ATI super damper. A billet flex plate from BD Diesel, rated to handle 1,500 lb-ft of 
torque, also made it into the balancing process.

 To keep the potent LB7 anchored between the frame rails, Karker fabricated a set of stainless steel 
motor mounts. It’s important to remember that without properly battening down a high-torque diesel 
engine it will twist in the chassis, which can lead to damaged motor mounts, excess wear on the 
transmission mount (and transmission case), or both.

 A remote turbo mount moves the charger out of the lifter valley and makes swapping turbos a 
seamless process (and luckily for Karker it’s allowed in the Pro Street Diesel Truck class). Having the 
ability to change out a charger in a timely manner is ideal in the truck pulling world—where turbo 
technology is always improving and you can literally hook to the sled just about every other night. The 
remote mount system was built by Wehrli Custom Fabrication in Sycamore, Illinois, and utilizes a T4 
mount/pedestal, 2-inch stainless steel up-pipes, and reverse flow 3-inch intercooler pipes.

TECH  ROLLING CONTRADICTION
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TECH  ROLLING CONTRADICTION

 Replacing the factory exhaust manifolds is a set of high-flow, cast-iron units from PPE that’ve been 
wrapped. The PPE manifolds route exhaust gases through a set of 2-inch-diameter Wehrli Custom 
Fabrication up-pipes fabricated from durable 11-gauge stainless steel.

 Getting away from the factory Y-bridge design, the LB7 employs a Street Intake from Wagler 
Competion Products. The cast-aluminum manifold’s intake neck is machined to accept a 3.5-inch 
V-band to rule out any blown intercooler boot scenarios at this high-boost location.

 With the ability to support 1,000 rwhp, a single 12mm CP3 from Dynomite Diesel Performance lives 
in the factory location. The stroker pump will send fuel to eight River City Diesel injectors, equipped 
with 200% over nozzles, and will receive its low-pressure fuel supply courtesy of a 220gph Titanium 
Series FASS system. Dialing in the injection system by way of custom ECM tuning via EFI Live will be 
left to Bob Petersen of DuramaxTuner.com.

 To ensure the five-speed Allison never skips a beat, Karker called upon two of the biggest names 
in the transmission industry: SunCoast and Goerend. Internally, the clutches and frictions have been 
upgraded thanks to a GMAX-5R-1 Raybestos rebuild kit from SunCoast, along with a billet C2 hub 
and P2 planetary. Inside the bellhousing sits a billet stator, triple-disc torque converter from Goerend 
Transmission. The converter’s “J” code designation means that its stall speed checks in between 
2,700 and 3,000 rpm.

 As for the turbo itself, this is not going to be the charger used in competition (hence the map groove 
and 80mm inducer). Rather, this turbo served as a mock-up piece while Karker was waiting for his 
new 2.6-inch (66mm) smooth-bore unit from Diesel Technology Source to arrive. While smooth-bore 
turbo rules undoubtedly limit horsepower, they eliminate all the “gray area” map groove chargers of 
yesterday, not to mention they simplify the tech process tremendously.
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TECH  ROLLING CONTRADICTION

 Safety requirements for the Pro Street Diesel Truck class dictate that an approved transmission 
blanket be used. This multi-layer Kevlar material unit came from DJ Safety, and Karker told us it was a 
breeze to install thanks to the cab being off the truck. 

 Use of a sizeable, remote-mount transmission cooler indicates that the truck will see more than just 
the dirt. With the loose stall converter creating considerable heat during street driving, this aluminum 
Earl’s Performance transmission cooler should have no problem keeping ATF temps in check.

 A Merchant Automotive transfer case 
brace ties the 263XHD to the Allison’s 
tailhousing, which helps reinforce each of 
them in the event of a drive shaft or U-joint 
failure. To rule out the inevitable “pump 
rub” problem common to the 261XHDs 
and 263XHDs, one of Merchant’s transfer 
case pump upgrade kits was also installed. 
Karker plans to pull with the transfer case in 
Lo, the transmission in Third gear, and the 
engine seeing upward of 4,500 rpm.

 Adequate cooling is provided for the C3 
clutch pack through the use of Goerend 
Transmission’s PTO covers. Starved for oil 
in stock form, Goerend’s billet-aluminum 
covers direct ATF through a hole in the 
transmission case, which supplies much-
needed lubrication (and cooling) to the C3 
clutches at all times.
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Particularly given how 
deep the tread blocks are.  
The computer modeled 
tread pattern and staggered 
lug design are responsible 

-
tween noise and traction.  
REFINED
Ram trucks are notorious 
for death wobble, but we 
never felt any shimmy or 
odd handling characteris-
tics from behind the wheel 
of our Maxxis-shod Mega 
Cab.  The rubber compound 
developed for the RAZR 
MT features new chemical 

resistance and extended 
tread life, even on heavy 
fullsize trucks like ours.  

QUIET
After thousands of miles 
of towing, daily driving, 
and camping trips to the 

mountains, the Maxx-
is RAZR MT are still as 
quiet and smooth as they 
were on day one, with 
hardly any visible tread 
wear. Maxxis backs the 
RAZR MT with a 40,000 
mile tread life warranty.

OPTIONS
The Maxxis RAZR MT is 
available in a wide variety 
of sizes up to 40-inches tall 
for rim sizes ranging from 
15-inches all the way up to 

-
ious load ranges with load 
ratings up to 3860 pounds 
at a whopping 80 psi, the 
RAZR MT is built on a rug-
ged carcass that can handle 
the heaviest of loads with-
out concern over excessive 
heat or tire squirm. All siz-
es are M&S All-Season rat-
ed with siped tread blocks 
for excellent wet weather 
and winter performance. 

dramatically improves 
casing strength on the 
RAZR MT for superior 
durability and toughness.  

BALANCE
To put the new RAZR 
MT to the test,  a set of 
37x12.50R17 tires on a 
2012 Ram 2500 Mega Cab.  
The Maxxis tires take very 
little weight to balance 
thanks to industry leading 
quality control practices. 
So go take all of our toys, 
from rockcrawlers to UTVs 
to mountain bikes, to the 
backcountry for some fun. 
The RAZR MT is quiet. 

YOUR WAY TO ADVENTURE
Today’s tow rigs are used 
harder than ever before.  
From generating massive 
torque to pulling huge toy 
haulers, the demands on 
your tow rig are immense, 
right down to the tires.  And 
if you drag your toys to the 
mountains, lake, or dunes, 
the requirements for your 
tow rig tires are even great-
er.  Maxxis knows that the 
last thing you want to do is 
get your tow rig and trailer 
stuck on the way to your fa-
vorite weekend destination.  
Or even worse, be stuck on 
the side of the road with a 

to where you were headed.

STRENGTH
Fortunately the new Maxx-
is RAZR MT has all of 
the features required to 

-
novative “Dual-Cord” 
casing ply technology 

1-800-4-MAXXIS / MAXXIS.COM

Towing the distance with the Maxxis Tire RAZR MT

ADVERTISEMENT
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TECH  ROLLING CONTRADICTION

 Dirty Hooker Diesel’s rifle-drilled axle and billet spool kit make the rear AAM 1150 all but 
indestructible. The spool is built from 4340 chromoly steel and is rifle-drilled for weight savings. The 
larger 38-spline axle shafts required reaming of the axle tubes. Once the body is mounted, the rear 
suspension will be blocked solid.

 Added insurance for the rear differential comes in the form of a girdle that was built by Wehrli 
Custom Fabrication. Behind the cast-aluminum PPE diff cover rests a ring and pinion with a 3.73:1 
ratio. The front AAM 925 also houses 3.73 gears, but was outfitted with a Lincoln locker and a billet 
front differential slider from Dirty Hooker Diesel.

 Keeping the rear wheels digging, the AAM 1150 from rotating, and the (half-ton) leaf springs from 
twisting is a set of One Up Offroad traction bars. Arguably the highest-quality, best-performing bars 
in the industry, the long-gusset units found on Karker’s Silverado employ bolt-on frame and axle 
mounting brackets that incorporate polyurethane bushings. 

 The truck’s hitch system was designed 
and built by Wehrli Custom Fabrication to 
meet the IPTA’s Pro Street Diesel Truck class 
rules (we’ll note that a 24-inch maximum 
hitch height will be observed). The hitch is 
designed to clear a Big Chevy Hitch receiver 
hitch mounted below the truck’s roll pan.

 Built to do battle with the sled, this custom, one-piece rear driveshaft came from Driveshaft 
Specialist of Texas. It’s made of 1/8-inch wall aluminum and accommodates 1480 Series Dana Spicer 
U-joints.
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TECH  ROLLING CONTRADICTION

 As for the front suspension, Kryptonite upper control arms work in conjunction with a 6-inch Zone 
Offroad suspension lift and Fox 2.0 Performance Series IFP shocks. Adjustable MaxxCam 2 torsion bar 
keys from Suspension Maxx will allow Karker to obtain the exact height he’s after.

 Forgoing tie rod sleeves, Karker scrapped 
the OEM tie rods completely in favor of the 
popular Kryptonite series units. Thanks 
to their utilization of massive 1-1/8-inch 
hexagonal steel bodies, the Kryptonite 
series tie rods are roughly two and a half 
times stronger than the OEM units.

 A burly Kryptonite Race Series center link works in conjunction with the aforementioned Kryptonite 
series tie rods, and a Kryptonite Deathgrip idler arm is also part of the puzzle. The Deathgrip idler arm 
is CNC-machined from a solid piece of billet steel and features maintenance-free, dual-sealed roller 
bearings and a heat-treated 4140 chromoly stud.

 Further reinforcement of the idler side of the truck’s steering system is this Kryptonite Xtreme idler 
support bracket. It’s made from ¼-inch-thick steel plate with its middle gusset MIG-welded in place.
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TECH  ROLLING CONTRADICTION

 This was the fi nal addition to the truck’s steering equation: a 
steering box from RedHead Steering Gears. While Karker had to 
replace the high-mile factory steering box on the ’02 model year 
Silverado out of necessity, these steering boxes are highly revered 
for their ability to tighten up the steering play in ’99-07 GM trucks.

 All-terrain General Grabber AT2 tread measuring 35x12.50x20 
will be the source of the truck’s bite in the dirt. And bringing the 
street truck look full circle is a set of 20x10 R.E.P.R. wheels from 
Sota Offroad.

 The truck even sports drilled and slotted brake rotors. Why? 
Because this rig will see triple-digit speeds when it goes to the 
drag strip. Over the years Karker has built a reputation for being 
one of few pullers that can win in the dirt and then drive the same 
truck on the street. His last build, an ’04 LB7 GMC Sierra, was 
the truck to beat when hooked to the sled, and also ran 11.20s 
at the drag strip. 

 So why do we think Karker can pull off campaigning a street truck that dominates the dirt? Because he’s done it before. His daily-driven ’04 GMC, pictured here, was known for putting it on the rest of the 
fi eld in Work Stock and Hot Street-type classes in 2016, as well as running neck-and-neck with some of the strongest running 2.5 trucks in the region.
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FEATURE 1997 FORD F-250

OWNER BUILT
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OWNER BUILT A 600-PLUS HORSE 
’97 F-250 ON 
SUPER DUTY AXLES

BY MIKE MCGLOTHLIN DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

orty thousand miles in 14 years. Yeah, you could say Andy Inman’s ’97 
F-250 is his “baby.” The ultra-clean OBS Ford is a rare gem in a world 
where these trucks are getting harder and harder to fi nd—and the 
fact that it sports late-model Super Duty axles and suspension makes 
it even more unique. But this square-bodied beauty packs more than 
late-model running gear—the 7.3L Power Stroke under the hood 
cranks out roughly four times the power it did when it left the factory.

The Score
Back in 2003, Inman was eager to build a ’94.5-97 Ford. His one stipulation was 
that it had to be a short-bed model with a solid front axle—a truck Ford didn’t build 
during this era. Opting to swap a Dana 60 under a ¾-ton rather than perform a 
short bed conversion on an F-350, Inman purchased his crew cab F-250 in bone 
stock form and with 113,000 miles on the odometer. Almost immediately, he had 

the Dana 50 TTB on the scrap pile and a Dana 60 in place. A 4-inch BDS 
Suspension lift and 35-inch mud terrains would follow.

F
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 Aside from a set of Comp Cams 910 springs, Smith Brothers chromoly pushrods, and ARP head 
studs, the 7.3L Power Stroke in Andy Inman’s ’97 F-250 is completely stock. Thanks to an Irate Diesel 
Performance T4 turbo mount, intercooler pipes (powdercoated “Colin Orange”), and 3-inch intake 
plenums, the 154,000-mile 7.3L makes the most of using an S400 frame turbocharger in the valley.

 The S476 BorgWarner turbo features a 76mm compressor wheel (inducer), a street-friendly 83mm 
turbine wheel (exducer), and a 1.10 A/R exhaust housing. At full tilt, the charger produces 55 psi of 
boost for the forged-rod V8 to ingest. An aluminum intercooler out of a 7.3L Super Duty keeps EGT 
in check.

t Keeping both performance 
and reliability in mind, Inman 
chose to meet the hydraulic 
demands of his Unlimited Diesel 
Performance 300/200 injectors 
with a dual high-pressure oil 
pump system from Full Force 
Diesel. A DieselSite Adrenaline 
HPOP resides in the factory 
location, while a remanufactured 
Bostech unit dwells just above it.

 Keeping the 300/200 hybrids supplied with plenty of diesel is this restriction-free, competition fuel system from Irate Diesel Performance. 
The race-ready system employs a top-of-the-line 41401 Fuelab lift pump and pulls fuel from a Beans Diesel Performance sump in the tank.

600+ HP 7.3L
After living in the 400rwhp range for several years—
courtesy of a set of 160/30 injectors, an electric fuel 
system, and a Dominator 66 drop-in turbo—Inman 
has since upped the ante considerably. While the 
factory forged-rod bottom end is still being utilized, 
300cc, 200% nozzle hybrid injectors from Unlimited 
Diesel Performance now sit above each cylinder. Inman 
stepped up his high-pressure oil game as well, in the 
form of Full Force Diesel’s dual high-pressure oil pump 
system. A full competition fuel system from Irate Diesel 
Performance ensures plenty of diesel is always on tap for 
the hungry injectors.

CFM Increase
Allowing the 7.3L to breathe better, Inman installed a 
T4 turbo mounting kit from Irate Diesel Performance, 
complete with 3-inch intercooler pipes and intake 
plenums. His turbo of choice was a 76mm BorgWarner 
S400 that was built with streetability in mind but that 

OWNER BUILT
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 To withstand upward of 1,200 lb-ft of torque, Inman turned to friend Chuck Dorsey of Dorsey Diesel for a bulletproof transmission. 
Inman would receive one of Dorsey’s Stage 3 E4ODs, complete with a billet input shaft, modifi ed pump and valve body, GPZ clutches, and 
a Torque Converter Technology triple-disc converter. Added insurance comes by way of a Super Duty transmission cooler, and shift points 
can be controlled manually thanks to a custom shift box from Irate Diesel Performance’s Matt Maier.

 After years of sporting a solid front axle, 4-inch lift, and leaf springs at all four corners, Inman 
decided to change things up a bit this past spring. Up front, the leaf-sprung Dana 60 would go by the 
wayside in favor of a Dana 60 out of an ’08 Super Duty, complete with coil springs and radius arms. 
And even though a Super Duty axle swap sounds in-depth to the layman, Inman convinced us it was 
extremely straightforward. “It’s more about taking measurements and drilling holes than anything 
else,” he tells us. “And the radius arm brackets go all the way up to the front body mounts, so you 
can’t screw that up.”

could support north of 650 rwhp if Inman needed it 
to. The truck’s exhaust begins with a 3-inch Irate 
downpipe and transitions into a fully-welded 5-inch 
Diamond Eye system.

Stage 3 E4OD
For the transmission to handle upward of 1,200 lb-ft of 
abuse, Inman turned to nearby Dorsey Diesel for one of 
that company’s Stage 3 E4ODs. Incorporating a Torque 
Converter Technology triple-disc converter, billet input 
shaft, GPZ clutches, and a modifi ed pump and valve 
body into the build, the four-speed automatic is fi tted 
with arguably the best aftermarket components you can 
buy. Along with the transmission, Dorsey Diesel took care 
of all the truck’s custom tuning needs (available via a 
Hydra Chip from Power Hungry Performance). So far, a 
conservative 2.6 millisecond tune allowed Inman’s F-250 
to clear 626 hp and 1,187 lb-ft on the chassis dyno.

’08 Axles & Suspension
Most recently, Inman improved the ride quality of his 
OBS tenfold by adding a set of ’08 Super Duty axles 
and suspension. Thanks to the help of friend, Johnny 

t Adding a coil spring, radius 
arm front suspension to an old 
body style Ford results in a night 
and day difference in ride quality. 
A set of 2.0 Performance Series 
IFP Fox shocks—spec’d by BDS 
Suspension to work seamlessly 
in Inman’s unique application—
complement the coil spring front 
suspension.

OWNER BUILT
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 Also sourced from an ’08 Super Duty, a 10.5 Sterling replaced the factory 10.25 axle out back, along with its respective leaf springs. To achieve the stance Inman was after, 3-inch blocks are utilized. Also 
notice the Ford Bronco tank, which allowed him to do away with the factory saddle tanks and (more importantly) the restrictive fuel selector valve when it came time to run the aforementioned high-fl ow fuel 
supply system from Irate Diesel Performance.

 While the 10.5-inch ring gear Sterling axle was a slight upgrade over the factory 10.25 unit, Inman knew it would still be susceptible to 
torrential axle wrap with the power he planned to make. To keep the axle from rotating and the leaf springs from twisting, he had nearby 
Tube Works Fabrication in Desloge, Missouri, build a set of stout traction bars. The bars attach to both the frame and axle via welds.

SPECIFICATIONS
1997 FORD F-250
OWNER: Andy Inman
HOMETOWN: Park Hills, MS
ODOMETER: 154,000 miles
ENGINE: 7.3L Power Stroke with Comp Cams 910 valve 
springs, Smith Brothers chromoly pushrods, ARP head studs
FUEL/OIL: Unlimited Diesel Performance 300/200 hybrid 
injectors, Full Force Diesel dual high-pressure oil pumps 
(DieselSite Adrenaline on bottom, remanufactured Bostech up 
top), Irate Diesel Performance competition fuel system, Beans 
Diesel Performance tank sump, 34-gallon Ford Bronco tank
TURBO/AIR: Irate Diesel Performance T4 turbo mount with up-
pipes, intercooler pipes, and 3-inch intake plenums, BorgWarner 
S476 with 1.10 exhaust housing, 7.3L Super Duty aluminum 
intercooler
EXHAUST: 5-inch, fully-welded Diamond Eye system
TUNING: Dorsey Diesel custom tuning via Power Hungry 
Performance Hydra Chip
TRANSMISSION: Dorsey Diesel Stage 3 E4OD with Torque 
Converter Technology billet triple-disc converter, billet input shaft, 
GPZ clutches, modifi ed pump and valve body, 7.3L Super Duty 
transmission cooler, Matt Maier shift box
HORSEPOWER: 626 rwhp (dyno)
TORQUE: 1,187 lb-ft (dyno)
TIRES: Nitto Terra Grappler, 305/55R20
WHEELS: ’15 King Ranch, 20-inch
AXLES: 2008 Dana 60 (front), Sterling 10.5 (rear) with 3.73 ring 
and pinion, Tube Works Fabrication traction bars
SUSPENSION/STEERING: 2008 radius arm and coil spring, 
2008 rear leaf springs, ’05 steering box, BD adjustable track bar 
with Tube Works Fabrication track bar mount, Fox Racing 2.0 
Performance Series shocks

Pettus, the Dana 60 and its respective coil spring, 
radius arm front suspension was underneath the 
truck in two days’ time. While most of the steering 
components from the ’08 donor swapped over, an ’05 
steering box was sourced and an adjustable track bar 
from BD Diesel was added. An ’08 rear Sterling 10.5 
and leaf springs would also be installed, replacing 
the factory 10.25 unit. Thanks to the Super Duty 
axles and top-of-the-line performance parts, Andy 
Inman has effectively ushered his ultra-clean 

OBS into the modern age—an era where ride 
comfort and big horsepower go hand-in-hand.

In the process of combining old school looks with 
a plusher ride and respectable horsepower, Inman 
managed to build a work of art that’s also a blast 
to drive. And given that Inman performed all the 
work at his own facility, Andy’s Garage in Park Hills, 
Missouri, he has the satisfaction of saying the truck 
is owner-built. 

OWNER BUILT

THANKS TO THE SUPER 
DUTY AXLES AND TOP-OF-

THE-LINE PERFORMANCE PARTS, 
ANDY INMAN HAS EFFECTIVELY 
USHERED HIS ULTRA-CLEAN OBS 
INTO THE MODERN AGE.
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 With just 154,000 miles on the odometer and an owner who’s very particular about his truck, Andy Inman’s ’97 is as 
clean as it gets in the cab. Aside from the stereo and NV series Auto Meter gauges along the driver side A-pillar (EGT, trans, 
boost), the interior is all original.

 Following a soft launch on a conservative tune, Inman’s OBS has run a low 8 at 83 mph in the eighth-mile so far. However, with more aggressive tuning on the way and more time behind the wheel, we 
wouldn’t be surprised if the truck ended up running 7.70s like clockwork.

 It only makes sense to call attention to the fact that your old body style is 
sporting an 8x170mm lug pattern, right? Inman scored these factory 20-inch 
wheels off of a ’15 King Ranch and wrapped them in 305/55R20 Nitto Terra 
Grappler tread.

OWNER BUILT
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THE SHIP’S CAT
A HISTORIC WWII SHIP WITH A 
HISTORIC CATERPILLAR ENGINE

 Still serving! Built in July of 1944, this Cat D3400 diesel has been aboard the SS Red Oak Victory since the ship was commissioned and currently has 683 hours on the clock. This generator set 
differs significantly from the 34-15 AC (Alternating Current) units Caterpillar built in-house. DC power was required for marine operation, so Fabick Brothers Equipment Company in Sikeston, Missouri, 
took specially built D3400 engines and added the Ideal Electric 15KW DC generator heads and the other gear needed for a shipboard installation. This D3400 carries an “SP” suffix in its serial number, 
indicating Special Parts included by Cat. Those include a water-cooled exhaust, dual oil filters, electric start, a higher rated rpm (1,440 vs. 1,200) and a higher 31.5hp rating. The silver paint was 
applied at Fabick, OD green being its original color.

BY JIM ALLENDIESEL WORLD MAGAZINEVINTAGE SMOKE
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VINTAGE SMOKE  CATERPILLAR D3400

he Caterpillar Tractor 
Company wasn’t the fi rst 
American engine maker 
to offer a diesel, but their 
engines set an industry 
mark for power, economy 

and practicality. Caterpillar was the 
fi rst in America to apply diesel power 
to a production tractor in the form of 
the legendary 1931 Cat 60. It’s not a 
stretch to say Cat’s D9900 diesel quickly 
powered Caterpillar to a leading position 
in engine manufacturing and the Cat 60 
did the same thing for their crawler line.

Before those fi rst D9900s were broken-
in, the father of Cat’s diesels, Art Rosen, 
had the design teams working on new 
diesels for an expanded line of crawler 
tractors. That new line eventually 
included the 1938 D2, Cat’s fi rst small 
diesel tractor. The D3400 diesel was 
developed especially for it, along with 
the 3400G gasoline derivative, and both 
were also installed into the 212 motor 
grader. The D3400 goes down in history 

as the smallest diesel engine Caterpillar 
has ever mass-produced. 

Starting in March of 1939, industrial 
power units with the D3400 were 
introduced, as well as a marine 
propulsion version. At nearly the same 
time, Cat added it to their generator line 
as the 34-15 Diesel Electric Set, sold in 
relatively large numbers into 1947. With 
the engine running at 1,200 rpm (making 
25 hp and 128 lb-ft), it produced 15 KW 
(kilowatts) polyphase or 13 KW single 
phase, both at 60 cycles. Mounted on a 
skid and weighing 3,030 pounds, it was 
portable and versatile. Properly serviced 
34-15 gensets could, and did, run for 
decades without major work.

The D3400 engine was a wet-sleeve, 
indirect-injected, four-cylinder diesel 
displacing 221 cubic inches from a 
3.75-inch bore and a 5-inch stroke. The 
crankshaft was supported by fi ve main 
bearings and the highest no-load rating 
listed was 1,525 rpm, with a peak power 

T
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MACHINERY OWNER 
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DOUG OBERHELMAN 
CATERPILLAR VISITORS 
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 Placement of the backup generator varied among the Victory ships, of which there were four common subtypes. It was always in the superstructure above the hull for a good reason; it was well out of the way in 
case of major damage in the engine room or hull fl ooding. Power could be maintained even as the ship was sinking. On the Red Oak Victory, the backup generator was placed on the boat deck (second up from the 
main deck) of the superstructure. The cover behind the “Oak” on the sign is the radiator outlet, which would be opened when the engine was running. Alan Burns, a retired naval offi cer and now a volunteer aboard 
Red Oak Victory, stands by after allowing Diesel World access to the generator. The backup generator compartment isn’t part of the normal tour but the tour guides can show it to you by special arrangement.

 Unlike most of the land-based generator sets and power 
units that used a 2-cylinder gas pony engine to start, this 
version is electric start. It is cooled via a radiator with a 
blow-thru fan that pushes air out from the compartment. The 
radiator shell also incorporates a very large oil cooler. Cat built 
its own injection pump and injectors that popped at 1,750 psi. 
The daytank above the engine holds about 100 gallons and 
with the engine burning 3.3 gpm at a full load, that’s about 30 
hours of run time to a dry tank. 
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rating of 35 hp at 1,500 rpm. Those 
higher rpm intermittent ratings were seen 
on the D2 crawler and 212 grader or the 
marine propulsion engines. Generator 
continuous ratings ranged from 25 to 
31.5 hp from 1,200 to 1,440 rpm.

The Cat D3400 Goes to War
The war dominated American industry 
through the first half of the 1940s and, 

of course, the D2 crawler and 212 grader 
joined up and went to war wearing OD 
paint. So did the 34-15 generator sets 
and many other Cat products. Less 
known are the Cat D3400 engines that 
went to the Navy and Merchant Marine 
for installation into ships as backup 
generators. We discovered a Cat D3400 
aboard the SS Red Oak Victory (see 
sidebar), a World War II cargo ship that 

THE SHIP’S CAT

 This is a place all Cat fans should visit! As Caterpillar’s smallest diesel, the D3400 is an important 
part of heritage display at the Doug Oberhelman Visitor’s Center at Cat’s Peoria, Illinois, headquarters. 
Shown here is a restored 34-15 generator that’s a part of the exhibit. It was restored by Kent Bates, a 
retired Engineer from the Caterpillar Engine Division. Bates had a 35-year history with Caterpillar and 
has a passion for the company’s old gear. This unit was built in 1947, the last year of production for 
the D3400 and the 34-15 generator. Reportedly, it was the backup generator for an Illinois hospital. 
Yellow paint is the “tell” for a power unit built after WWII. During the war, all Cat equipment was painted 
military Olive Drab, even the small amount of stuff built for civilian use.

 Much of the small compartment is taken up by a power distribution panel. This is old-school 
stuff but the unit still works as designed and when main power from the ship’s two 300 KW steam 
turbo-generators drops off, the old Cat will automatically fire up and take the load within 20 seconds. 
It cannot take the ship’s entire electrical load, but it feeds the most vital equipment. This includes 
emergency lighting, communications, gyro compass, certain pumps in the engine room, the electric 
anchor windlasses, and a capstan located on the stern. 
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LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 3 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 9 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 8 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18* LIMIT 3 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 7 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 3 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 3 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 3 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

LIMIT 9 - Coupon valid through 1/12/18*

 1000 LB. CAPACITY 
MOTORCYCLE LIFT 

ITEM  69904/68892  shown

Customer Rating

SAVE 
$750

 $42999 $429429$ 99
Compare $1049.99

• Diamond plate steel platform and ramp
• Lift range: 7" – 29-1/2"

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

$299
99 $1099 $1099

Compare 
$19.97

 MOVER'S DOLLY 

ITEM   61899/62399
63095/63096/63098

60497/63097/93888 shown

• 1000 lb. capacity

SAVE 
59%

Customer Rating

$799

SUPER 
COUPON

Compare 
$299

12" SLIDING COMPOUND 
DOUBLE-BEVEL MITER SAW

 $19999 19999

Customer Rating

SAVE 
$169

ITEM 61969/61970/ 69684 shown 

Blade sold 
separately.

• Powerful 15 amp motor
• Makes precision cross, 

bevel and miter cuts
• Laser guide

SUPER 
COUPON

 $17999 $17999
Compare 

$369.99

SAVE 
$220

 20 TON SHOP PRESS 

ITEM  32879
60603  shown

• Pair of 
Arbor 
Plates 
Included

Customer Rating

SUPER COUPON

 $3199 $31$ 99
ITEM 61914

 TRIPLE BALL 
TRAILER HITCH 

Compare $ 42.98 

Customer Rating SAVE 
53%

SUPER COUPON

$19
99

$19
99

SUPER 
COUPON

Compare $12.99

POWDER-FREE NITRILE GLOVES 
PACK OF 100
• 5 mil thickness

 $799 $77$ 99

SIZE ITEM 
MED 68496/61363
LG 68497/61360

X-LG 68498/61359

Item 
68498 
shown

Customer Rating

SAVE 
53%

$599
YOUR CHOICE

$999

SAVE 
60%

Customer Rating

Compare 
$24.98ITEM  69645 

60625 shown

 4-1/2" ANGLE 
GRINDER  

 $1499 $1499

• Weighs 83.5 lbs.
• 21-1/4" L x 10-1/8" H

$289
99

$149
99

$169
99

$169
99

$129
99

SAVE 
$410

Customer Rating

12,000 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND 

AUTOMATIC BRAKE

ITEM   68142/61256
61889/60813 shown

 $38999 38999
Compare 

$699.99  

SUPER COUPON
Battle Tested

Voted Best Winches

Customer Rating

ITEM 69667/68740  shown 

SAVE 
$39

$99
99

SAVE 
$69

 RAPID PUMP® 3 TON 
LOW PROFILE 
HEAVY DUTY STEEL 
FLOOR JACK 

Customer Rating

• Weighs 73 lbs.

#1 SELLING JACKS IN AMERICA

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER COUPON

 $3999 $39$ 99Compare $60.95

SAVE 
67%

 3/8" x 14 FT., GRADE 43
TOWING CHAIN 

• 5400 lb. 
capacity

Customer Rating

 $17999 $1791799999

17 0 AMP MIG/FLUX 
CORED 

WELDER 

Compare 
$499.99

ITEM  61888/6888 5 shown

SAVE 
$330

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

VALUE
 $1645 

7 FUNCTION 
DIGITAL 

MULTIMETER

ITEM 63604/63758
98025/69096/63759/90899 shown

$159
99SAVE 

$990

 $19999 1999999

Customer Rating

 30", 5 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 

Compare 
$1150

• 8100 cu. in. of storage
• 704 lb. capacity
• Weighs 120 lbs.

ITEM   61427/63308/69397/95272 shown

SUPER COUPON

 $19999 19999 Compare 
$283.50

10 FT. x 17 FT.  PORTABLE GARAGE 

SAVE 
$113

™

Customer Rating

$79
99

 $9599 $9599
Compare

$149.98
ITEM  61253/62326/ 61282 shown

20"

SUPER 
COUPON

Compare $99

$29
99

 $3869 $3869

Customer Rating
130 PIECE TOOL KIT WITH CASE

SAVE 
$69

ITEM  63248
68998 /63091 shown

Compare 
$620.10 $48999 $489$ 99

6500 PEAK/5500 RUNNING WATTS
13 HP (420 CC) GAS GENERATOR

ITEM  68529/69672/63084/63083 
ITEM  68526/63082/63081 shown

CALIFORNIA ONLY Wheel kit sold separately.

Customer Rating

SUPER COUPON

SAVE 
$170

ITEM 60658 /97711  shown

 8 GALLON, 2 HP 
125 PSI PORTABLE 
AIR COMPRESSOR 

 $12499 $12499
Compare $139

• 800 ft. lbs. bolt 
breakaway torque

• Weighs 6 lbs.

 $9999 $9999

     A. 1/2" PROFESSIONAL 
AIR IMPACT WRENCH

    B. 1/2" PROFESSIONAL 
AIR IMPACT WRENCH WITH 

2" EXTENDED ANVIL

ITEM   62627/68424 shown

ITEM   62746

Compare 
$269.99

B

A

SAVE 
$190

SUPER COUPON

$449
99

• Includes GFCI outlets

SUPER
   QUIET

$79
99

YOUR CHOICE

EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED TO 

WELD IN 1 BOX

ITEM   62859/63055/62860 shown

1/2" COMPACT DRILL/DRIVER KIT

ITEM 63531

 $6999 $6999

SUPER 
COUPON

• 450 in./lbs. torque
• 2 impact rated  

driver bits included
• Weighs 3.4 lbs. 

Compare $99

20 VOLT LITHIUM CORDLESS

$59
99

SAVE 
$39
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SS RED OAK
VICTORY
HISTORY YOU CAN TOUCH
R ed Oak Victory was one of 543 Victory ships built for World War II, 142 of them built at Kaiser’s 

Permanente Metals Corporation shipyard in Richmond, California, just a stone’s throw from 
where she lives today as a museum ship. The hull was laid down as a VC2-S-AP2 design on 
September 9, 1944. She was launched on November 7, and commissioned into the U.S. Navy as 

USS Red Oak Victory, AK-235, on December 5. She served as an ammunition ship in the Pacific Theater 
to the end of the war and was decommissioned as a Navy ship in 1946.

Still owned by the U.S. Maritime Commission, she started a new life in 1947 as the SS Red Oak Victory 
and was leased to various shipping companies though much of the 1950s before being laid up again 
in 1957. She last emerged from storage in the mid-1960s to be used by the Military Sea Transport 
Service from 1966 to ’68 ferrying military supplies from the West Coast to Vietnam, Japan and the 
Philippines. In 1968 she was placed back in long-term storage at the National Defense Reserve Fleet in 
Suisun Bay, California, and never worked again.

By 1993, like many other obsolete ships in the Reserve Fleet, Red Oak Victory was facing a final 
voyage to the scrapper. The Richmond Museum Association understood her significance and sought 
to have her saved as a museum ship. In 1996, Congress passed legislation turning her over to the 
Richmond Museum of History. In 1998, she was moved to the Richmond waterfront and has been 
undergoing a gradual restoration ever since. 

Red Oak Victory is 455 feet long, 62 feet wide, and draws 29 feet of water with a full 10,850-ton load. 
Power comes from a 6,000hp Westinghouse steam turbine fed by two Babcock & Wilcox boilers that 
produce 525 psi steam pressure at 750 degrees. Normal top speed was 15.5 knots (17.8 mph), but 
according to her current Chief Engineer she could be boosted to 17 knots with a few tweaks. When 
she carried weaponry, she had a 5-inch/38-caliber dual-purpose gun on the stern, a 3-inch/50-caliber 
dual-purpose gun on the bow, and eight 20mm anti-aircraft auto cannons in various mounts around 
the ship.

Because she spent a relatively short time in operation, according to Chief Engineer Greg Blasquez, Red 
Oak Victory is in great mechanical condition and is now near to being ready to sail again. Though there 
are no Victory ships known to still be in commercial service, some of Red Oak Victory’s sister ships 
are sailing as museum ships, including the Lane Victory in Los Angeles and the American Victory in 
Tampa, Florida. Red Oak Victory is open to visitors at her berth on Point Potrero at 1337 Canal Street, 
Richmond, California, very near the Rosie the Riveter Museum and the old Richmond Ford Factory.

served both the U.S. Navy and the Merchant Marine. It’s 
original to the ship and drives a 15 KW, 240-volt DC 
(Direct Current) generator that was, and still is, used as 
backup power. 

Cat Evolution
The D3400 engine was produced from 1938 into 1947, 
with 19,161 built for the D2 tractor, 1,797 for the 212 
grader, 6,047 for generators and power units, and 216 
as marine propulsion units. Additionally, 2,492 3400G 
gasoline engines were produced from 1938-42 and 
were among the last gas engines Cat built. Starting in 
1947, the D311 series engines (251ci), replaced the 
D3400 and became Cat’s smallest diesel. The D311 had 
dimensions and architecture similar to the D3400, but 
a larger bore, a crossflow head and more power (57 hp 
@ 2,000 rpm). 

By the end of the 1930s more than a third of Caterpillar’s 
income came from diesel engine sales and it just went 
up from there. Postwar, Caterpillar increased its line 
engine offerings and is still a leading manufacturer of 
diesels known worldwide. 

Special thanks to Kent Bates, Greg Blasquez, Alan Burns, 
Caterpillar Inc., Lee Fosburgh, Ron Nash and ACMOC.

 This is a 1941 Cat D3400 power unit and you can clearly see the two-cylinder, 10hp gasoline pony engine mounted over the bellhousing 
and geared to the flywheel via a clutch. The pony engine could be manually started with a rope or, as shown, with a 6-volt starter/generator. 
Restored by Kent Bates, it’s now on display at Caterpillar’s engine plant in Peterborough, England. The history of this unit is unclear but 
it came from Michigan and was possibly used at a municipal water plant. You will be wondering about the gray paint versus the yellow 
in the other image. Though the tractors were yellow after 1931, Cat painted its industrial engines gray prior to World War II. After the war, 
everything got the signature Cat Hi-Way Yellow. Image by Kent Bates

THE SHIP’S CAT
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ohn Deere completely and utterly changed its 
tractor model lines for the 1961 model year. 
Gone were the 2-cylinder “Popping Johnnies” 
that had defined the company for decades 
prior. Replacing them was a sleek line of 

tractors that were new from the ground up and from nose 
to tail. New inline four and six-cylinder engines replaced the 
long-stroke two-cylinders and the new generation of John 
Deere began.

The public debut came on August 30, 1960, in Dallas, 
Texas. They called it “D-Day”—for Deere Day—and 
no expense was spared for the 6,000 guests. It took on 
the proportions of a high-class Broadway debut and a 
diamond-studded tractor was unveiled at the downtown 
Dallas Nieman-Marcus store, with suits and formal gowns 
dominating. Later, 136 new tractors paraded around the 
Dallas Livestock Coliseum along with the other hardware 
produced by Deere & Company. 

BY JIM ALLENDIESEL WORLD MAGAZINETRACTOR TALK

 Gary Nagel’s ’61 4010 Rowcrop has Deere’s 
“Roll-o-Matic” knee-action narrow front axle, which 
was part of the standard rowcrop package. One 
unusual-to-the-industry feature Deere favored was 
the side inlets for radiator cooling air, hence the side 
grilles forward of the engine. This did several things, 
including reducing the amount of chaff that could 
clog the radiator and cause overheating. It also added 
a bit to the wheelbase, which added to traction and 
stability. The fuel tank was also located forward of the 
engine to further balance the tractor.

J

JOHNNY POPS NO MORE
1961 JOHN DEERE 4010
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By no small coincidence, the debut was dubbed “The New 
Generation of Power.” Deere had observed International Harvester’s 
1958 “New World of Power” hoopla and sought to exceed it. Doing 
so was another direct and purposeful chop at I-H with the jagged 
cleaver of fate because “Big Red” was still reeling from its 560 final 
drive debacle. 

At the end of the 1950s, both companies had known they each were 
going to unveil sweeping product changes at roughly the same time. 

Their approach to it was different. The I-H strategy was to beat Deere 
to the “New Generation Draw” at all costs. That led them to a fatal 
mistake: putting an updated line of tractors onto the market before it 
was ready for prime time. Deere’s approach was more a measured, 
“no wine before it’s time” deal and allowed them to step over Big Red’s 
temporarily prostrate form, take a major sales lead, and hold it for 
the rest of International Harvester’s time as a corporate entity. Deere 
went from a 23 percent market share in 1959 to 34 percent by 1964, 
making it the top manufacturer of farm equipment in the United States.

 With the New Generation 
tractors, Deere debuted a 3-point 
hitch that was touted as being 
far above the previous generation 
tractors. This tractor appears to be 
a factory “bareback” unit, shipped 
without the optional 3-point hitch. It 
does have the optional dual range 
PTO, which could be changed from 
540 to 1,000 rpm, the swinging 
drawbar, a single set of hydraulic 
remotes, and the “Comfort” seat. 
Base price for the 4010 Rowcrop 
gasser was $4,116 and the diesel 
engine added $700. 

 The big news for the 4010 was 
the Synchro-Range transmission. 
It had a single lever from which 
all eight forward and all three 
reverse speeds could be accessed. 
This gearbox translated well into 
the higher-power 4020 with few 
changes. One of the changes was 
to lock one of the reverse speeds 
that Deere considered too “fast.” 
John Deere spent a good deal of 
time on the operator’s station and 
it had everything that was needed 
but nothing that wasn’t. Power 
steering was standard. Check out 
the storage box in the lower middle.
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Four completely new tractors debuted that August day in Texas, the 
36hp 1010, 47hp 2010, 60hp 3010, and 84hp 4010. All but the 
4010 were fours of varying displacements in gas, diesel or LPG, but 
the flagship 4010 was a new inline six-cylinder. The gas/LPG engine 
was 301ci and the wet-sleeved, direct-injected diesel shared similar 
architecture but made 380ci. The 4010 came as a wide or narrow front 
adjustable-tread rowcrop, a fixed-tread standard, or a high-crop. Later 
in ’61, an industrial model in yellow paint was offered. Interestingly, 
Deere rated the 4010 at 80 PTO hp, while the Nebraska test gave it 84. 

Among the highlights of the 4010 was the Synchro-Range 
transmission. It featured an innovative partially synchronized 8-speed 
gearbox. It was divided into four ranges. You could quickly shift within 
the ranges without stopping; however, you needed to stop, or slow 
way down, to shift between the ranges. Only one lever was used and 
it operated in a straight line up and down with reverse detents to the 

right. It was vastly different from anything on the market and very 
handy. The final judges were the farmers, who liked the setup, and 
it proved durable for the most part. Only minor upgrades were made 
for the introduction of the upgraded 1964 4020 models.

In three years of production, which started May 2, 1960, Deere 
cranked out 57,573 4010s, more than 36,000 of them diesel 
rowcrops. The others in the 10 Series delivered similarly impressive 
sales. Everyone but the competition was happy with those numbers 
and history has judged the 4010, and the rest of Deere’s 10 Series 
New Generation tractors, a whopping success. Good as it was, 
the 4010’s major claim to fame had been that it set the stage for 
what is probably Deere’s most famous and best-selling tractor of 
the era, the 4020. That’s the tractor that set the mark for all the 
other manufacturers in the 1960s and early 1970s to beat. For that 
reason, the 4010 is one of John Deere’s cornerstone tractors. 

JOHNNY POPS

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS
1961 JOHN DEERE 4010 DIESEL
ENGINE: 6-cylinder inline diesel, John Deere 
DISPLACEMENT: 380ci 
BORE & STROKE: 4.125 x 4.75 in. 
*RATED PTO POWER: 84 hp @ 2,200 rpm
*RATED DRAWBAR POWER: 72 hp @ 2,200 rpm 
COMPRESSION RATIO: 16.4:1 
TRANSMISSION: 8-speed, partially synchronized
TIRES: Front, 6.00-16
Rear, 15.5-38
*FUEL CONSUMPTION: 5.6 gph @ full power
*DRAWBAR PULL: 7,002 lbs w/14.59% slip at max ballast
WEIGHT: 7,100 lbs 
FUEL CAPACITY: 34 gal.
*TOP SPEED: 14.25 mph

*As rated by Nebraska Tractor Test 761

 A good deal of the 4010’s mojo was in the engine. It was at or near the top of the ag industries rowcrop “tier of power” when it debuted. It was a seven-main bearing, wet-sleeved, direct-injected, 
naturally aspirated engine whose family would continue on for decades. The 4010’s little bother, the 3010, used a four-cylinder that shared the same design and individual cylinder displacement. In the 
4010, the new six would displace 380 cubic inches, but when the 4020 debuted, a 1/8-inch bore increase bumped it to 404 cubes and 94 hp. The legend was fully formed at that point. The 380 was 
never turbocharged but the 404 was eventually and made well over 100 hp. Another interesting aspect was a 24-volt electrical system. While this worked well for spinning over the diesel, it made it 
a maintenance and repair oddball that was often converted to 12 volts by farmers.
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• Home of the Cummins “Big Stick”

• Custom Camshaft Grinding (Gas/Diesel)

• Duramax, Powerstroke, VW TDI, and other diesel camshafts

• Regrinds and billets available

• All work guaranteed

www.coltcams.com

Geoff Bardal
over 30 years experience

(604) 856-3571
Aldergrove, B.C.

Brings you the latest in diesel-powered 
vehicles with an eye for technical innovation, 

and technology.

www.dieselworldmag.com

Find us on

Facebook!
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www.PowerDrivenDiesel.com 
435-962-9555

with Power Driven Diesel’s

• Complete p-pumped diesel in-cab 
tuner  for every power level

• Instant EGT control, makes towing 
a breeze

• Immediate max power adjustability

• Increases horsepower by 150 
over stock

• Smoke control while you drive
• Innovated by Power Driven Diesel

“That AFC LIVE is so flippin’ awesome! My truck has never 
been so drivable or so fast!  My Ole Lady can actually drive 

it now and not piss off the whole county, HA HA!”
Dylan Carmack – Delta, Colorado

TAKE CONTROL
AFC LIVE
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DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE 
CODE P0087
Our company has owned a 2010 GMC 3500 
dually since new. The Duramax has always 
performed very well and has delivered great 
service for the 142,000 miles that are cur-
rently on the odometer. We use this truck to 
tow our service trailer round-trip between San 
Bernardino and Las Vegas on I-15 about once 
a week. Combined weight when loaded is in the 
18k range, and the trailer is not very aerody-
namic, which adds to the load. Our drivers are 
instructed not to run faster than 65 mph, both 
to save fuel and to make it easier for the truck. 
However, this summer trouble code P0087 has 
become a problem. P0087 first appeared a 
couple of times last year; however, this summer 
the truck will set this code nearly every time 
we reach a certain mile marker on the climb 
out of Vegas. It’s become so predictable that 
the resulting “limp mode” has made the truck 
almost unusable. 

When this happens, the “service engine soon” 
lamp appears and the truck goes into limp 
mode. I can pull over, shut the engine off and 
allow everything to cool for 10 minutes, and 
then it’ll restart normally. I can resume driving if 
I ease into the accelerator pedal, but if any real 
load is put on the engine it’ll likely set the code 
again. I suspect these damn July temperatures 
are a contributing factor. 

The dealership diagnosed bad injectors, which 
was quoted as a $6,500+ service. Good 
grief! The truck runs so well otherwise, and 
it just doesn’t seem logical that the injectors 
should fail after 142k miles. I always buy 
fuel from truck stops and I service the fuel 
filter according to the owner’s manual. Is the 
dealership right about the injectors? 

Rick Sanchez
Las Vegas, NV

Rick, sorry to hear you’re having trouble with 
your Duramax. P0087 can be a vexing problem 
in the LBZ/LMM 2006 and newer Duramax-
powered trucks. The earlier 2001-2005 LB7/LLY 
engines generated trouble codes P0089/93 for 
the same reasons we’ll discuss here. 

You’re right about the temperatures. Driving 
during the hot summer months is usually 
when P0087 (and P0089/P0093 for the LB7/
LLY) appear. The OBD-II explanation for this 
trouble code indicates that the “Fuel-Rail 
System Pressure is too low,” meaning the fuel 
rail pressure is below what the programming 
expects. As the 2006-2010 LBZ and LMM 

Duramax engines accumulate mileage and as 
the fuel injection system wears, more owners 
of these trucks are experiencing this problem 
during some rather extreme and eventually not-
so-extreme conditions. First, let’s explain some 
of the differences between the LBZ/LMM and the 
earlier LB7 and LLY. 

Beginning in the 2006 model year with the LBZ, 
maximum fuel rail pressure was increased from 
23,000 to 26,000 psi, and the fuel rail pressure 
relief valve was relocated to left-bank fuel rail. 
All model years of Duramax high-pressure fuel 
injection systems incorporate a pressure relief 
valve in the fuel rail, which was designed to 
vent fuel back to the fuel tank if the maximum 
allowable pressure was exceeded. This spring-
loaded safety relief valve will not fully reset once 
it has begun to vent fuel, and will require an 
ignition cycle to resume normal operation. 

The earlier LB7 and LLY fuel systems operated 
with a separate FICM (Fuel Injection Control 
Module) that was used to drive the eight individual 
electronic fuel injectors under ECM control. This 
is a module located above the right cylinder bank 
of the earlier Duramax engines that amplified the 
injector drive signals from the vehicle’s computer, 
a.k.a. Engine Control Module (ECM). 

The 2006 LBZ and newer Duramax engines, on the 
other hand, operate without an FICM. Beginning 
in 2006, injector control was incorporated into 
the new Bosch ECM. This was made possible 
by lowering the injector solenoid drive voltage to 
24 volts (92 volts on the LB7, 48 volts on LLY for 
comparison). Assuming less amperage is used, 
power required to fire the injectors will also be 
lower, making it possible for the vehicle computer 
to directly control the injectors.

So, the fuel injection system saw a number 
of changes for 2006. Then in 2007, the U.S. 
petroleum industry began producing Ultra Low 
Sulfur Diesel fuel (ULSD) to comply with new 
EPA environmental mandates. Removing sulfur 
also lowers fuel lubricity and viscosity, the 
degradation of which can be detrimental to fuel 
injection system operation, especially during 
periods of high ambient temperatures. 

Let’s list of the possible causes of low fuel-rail 
pressures leading to P0087 (or for LB7/LLY 
P0089/P0093):

1) Plugged fuel filter.
2)  Plugged vent in the fuel tank cap causing 

excessive vacuum.
3)  Kinked hose in the fuel supply (near the 

tank or near the engine).

4)  Worn injectors, which bypass more fuel 
back to the fuel tank through the fuel 
return lines than the high-pressure pump 
can keep up with.

5)  Worn high-pressure pump, which can’t 
generate the necessary pressures.

6) Defective Fuel Pressure Regulator (FPR).
7)  Dirty or otherwise obstructed fuel cooler, 

which is located just ahead of the fuel 
tank. This cooler is there to reduce the 
temperature of the hot return fuel before it 
enters the fuel tank.

8)  Defective or incorrectly operating pressure 
relief valve in the fuel rail.

In the above list, 4, 5 and 6 are the more costly 
possibilities. The other potential fixes for the 
possible promlems listed won’t cost much, and 
you can test, repair and/or replace them yourself. 
We recommend you eliminate those possibilities 
before preparing for a more expensive solution.

What’s happening is that as heat builds in the 
drivetrain while towing heavy in high ambient heat, 
fuel temperature increases as a result of being 
exposed to these increasingly higher drivetrain and 
ambient temperatures. As with most petroleum 
products, the higher the fuel’s temperature the 
lower its viscosity. The low viscosity of hot, thin 
fuel makes it more difficult for the high-pressure 
injection pump to generate the fuel rail pressures 
commanded by the vehicle’s ECM programming. 
For most LBZ/LMM trucks with this problem, a 
new set of injectors usually solves the issue—
not always, but usually. In fewer cases, a new 
high-pressure injection pump or FPR solves the 
problem. A defective fuel-rail pressure relief valve 
is very rarely the cause.

Keeping the fuel cool goes a long way toward 
eliminating or delaying the appearance of a 
P0087 trouble code. Keeping your truck’s fuel 
tank full will provide a larger heat sink for the hot 
return fuel and will delay the onset of a P0087. 
Filling the truck’s fuel tank just prior to pulling 
that long steep grade will help. This is also why 
a clean fuel cooler helps. Get under the truck 
at least once a year to powerwash the cooler. 
Those who run with an auxiliary fuel tank in the 
bed of the truck rarely see this code since the 
extra 50-100 gallons of fuel makes for an even 
larger heat sink.

A few enterprising individuals have installed 
a larger and more efficient fuel cooler and/
or foil insulation for the fuel lines where they 
run near to the engine/transmission. This can 
help, but you’ve got to do a quality installation 
that maintains the integrity of the fuel supply 
systems. No professional-quality kit exists that 
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we’re aware of, so you’ll be on your own here. 
Safety and reliability should be your primary 
consideration when assembling a set of generic 
fuel cooler components for this application. 

A small number of vendors are experimenting 
with ECM programming in an effort to deal with 
P0087, tying to widen the window of acceptable 
fuel rail pressures to compensate for lower-
than-expected rail pressures due to the heat 
and worn injectors/pump. We’re told this isn’t an 
easy task, and that the programming changes 
have produced varying degrees of improvement.

As equipped from the factory, none of these Duramax-
powered trucks run with an electric fuel lift pump. 
Instead, the Bosch high-pressure pump located in the 
engine valley pulls fuel all the way from the fuel tank, 
through the lines, and through the fuel filter. This 
generates 3-5” of vacuum or even more if the fuel 
filter is partially clogged. Some Duramax owners and 
aftermarket vendors feel that an electric fuel lift pump 
can help to reduce the occurrences of rail pressure 
trouble codes. A number of vendors advertising right 
here in Diesel World carry lift pump kits. 

Some truck owners feel bio-diesel maintains fuel 
viscosity better than petroleum diesel fuel when 
hot, and could be a partial cure for a P0087. This 
hasn’t been completely proven yet, but it might 
be worth trying for those who have access to bio. 
For your LMM, we’d try B20 (20% bio and 80% 
petroleum diesel fuel) as a test.

The LBZ/LMM injectors are more expensive 
when compared to those used in the LB7/LLY 
because of tighter emissions control regulations. 
The LBZ/LMM injectors are flow tested at the 
Bosch assembly plant, and then laser etched 
with this data. A bar code reader tracks the data 
as the engine was originally assembled and/
or later serviced by your local dealer. Individual 
injector and cylinder location data for each engine 
are entered into a database, and this data is 
programmed into both the ECM and GPCM (Glow 
Plug Control Module) during the programming 
process. This data process isn’t a part of an LB7/
LLY injector replacement, which reduces cost by 
about $2,000 per set to about $4,000 to $4,500 
total for parts and labor.

Anyone considering buying a used LBZ/LMM 
should research the service history for that 
vehicle, looking for a P0087 in its history. A 
Tech2 scan tool can view a list of trouble codes 
that could be in the computer’s history, even if no 
codes are currently set. We know of some trucks 
that were traded because of a sporadic P0087. 
A new buyer could be facing a $6,500 service 
bill as well if the problem isn’t dealt with before 
signing on the dotted line.

DIESEL
TOUGH
Strengthen Your Truck With
Premium ARP Fasteners

8 0 0 - 8 2 6 - 3 0 4 5
www.arpdiesel .com 

TECHTIP
Properly preloading head 
studs and other fasteners is 
critically important. Torque 
wrenches should be checked 
for accuracy on a regular basis, 
as they can be off by 30-50% 
or more. Torque specs for ARP 
fasteners can be found at 
www.ARPinstructions.com.

 ARP head studs provide the extra 
strength that’s necessary to cope with 
elevated combustion pressures and 
provide maximum reliability. They’re the 
choice of leading diesel specialists and 
race teams the world over.
 Chevy Duramax, Ford Powerstroke 
and Dodge/Ram/Cummins engines 
can also be made stronger through 
use of ARP’s premium main studs and 
connecting rod bolts. A rock-solid 
bottom-end is essential for serious 
power gains.
 

Other ARP fasteners developed to 
improve your truck’s reliability include 
harmonic damper, flywheel and flex 
plate bolts. Their unique design and 
premium grade materials add strength 
in these critical areas.
 And there’s more. Visit ARP’s 
dedicated diesel website at www.
ARPdiesel.com . Remember, all fasteners 
are proudly manufactured in-house 
at ARP’s ISO 9001-2008 and AS9100 
registered California 
facilities. They’re 
the best!
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Going forward, we recommend a fuel treatment 
that includes additional fuel lubricity. This won’t 
help in your current situation, but additional 
lubricity should help to extend the life of the 
next set of components. Nearly all commercial 
diesel fuel treatments available today include a 
lubricity additive. Keeping wear to a minimum 
could help extend fuel injector life. Please let 
us know what develops; your input might help 
someone else.

DURAMAX-POWERED 
PLAYTHING
I’m presently considering repowering my 6.2L 
diesel-equipped Toyota Land Cruiser with a 
Duramax. I have all the oily bits sorted, but I’m 
looking for advice in solving the electronics 
portion of this puzzle because I’ll be retaining 
the Toyota manual transmission. Seems I can 
only locate the electronic components for a 
powertrain that included the Allison transmis-
sion. I’m sure that the parts I have located 
won’t work correctly with a manual. Also, can 
you recommend any parts suppliers?

Patrick Carmichael
Queensland, Australia

Through 2005, the Duramax-powered trucks 
were available with the ZF-S650 6-speed 
manual transmission. You’d just need an ECM 
that is programmed for a manual-equipped 
truck, along with the related wiring harnesses for 
a manual-equipped truck. If you cannot locate 
a set of used wiring harnesses, you should be 
able to buy them directly from a GM parts dealer.

Any Duramax engine from 2001-2005 can be 
used with a manual transmission, whether 
that engine was originally used in a manual 
or automatic transmission equipped truck. 
The EFILive programmers advertised here in 
Diesel World can help with programming if you 
cannot locate a factory ECM programmed for a 
Duramax/manual transmission.

Alternately, you could contact PPE Diesel 
(PPEdiesel.com) and ask about their standalone 
wiring harness and computer kits. They aren’t 
cheap, but they can simplify a Duramax 
installation for those unique types of conversions. 
Keep us posted about your progress. We’d like to 
see it once you’ve finished. 

Send your questions to
DWEditor@EngagedMediaInc.com

or mail them here:
Diesel World

17890 Sky Park Circle,
Irvine, CA 92614
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Warm up those cold days 
with hot parts

Scan this QR code with your smartphone 
to visit our website
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57th annual Circle K NHRA Winternationals
Feb. 9-12 • Pomona, Calif.

33rd annual NHRA Arizona Nationals
Feb. 24-26 • Phoenix

48th annual Amalie Motor Oil NHRA Gatornationals
March 16-19 • Gainesville

18th annual DENSO Spark Plugs NHRA Nationals
March 31-April 2 • Las Vegas

30th annual NHRA SpringNationals
April 21-23 • Houston

8th annual NHRA Four-Wide Nationals
April 28-30 • Charlotte, N.C.

37th annual NHRA Southern Nationals
May 5-7 • Atlanta

29th annual Menards NHRA Heartland Nationals 
presented by Minties

May 19-21 • Topeka, Kan.

5th annual NHRA New England Nationals
June 2-4 • Epping, N.H.

48th annual NHRA Summernationals
June 8-11 • Englishtown

17th annual NHRA Thunder Valley Nationals
June 16-18 • Bristol, Tenn.

11th annual Summit Racing Equipment 
NHRA Nationals
June 22-25 • Norwalk, Ohio

20th annual Route 66 NHRA Nationals
July 6-9 • Chicago

38th annual Mopar Mile-High NHRA Nationals
July 21-23 • Denver

30th annual Toyota NHRA Sonoma Nationals
July 28-30 • Sonoma, Calif.

30th annual NHRA Northwest Nationals
Aug. 4-6 • Seattle

36th annual Lucas Oil NHRA Nationals
Aug. 17-20 • Brainerd, Minn.

63rd annual Chevrolet Performance U.S. Nationals
Aug. 30-Sept. 4 • Indianapolis

10th annual NHRA Carolina Nationals
Sept. 15-17 • Charlotte, N.C.

33rd annual Dodge NHRA Nationals
Sept. 21-24 • Reading, Pa.

6th annual AAA Insurance NHRA Midwest Nationals
Sept. 29-Oct. 1 • St. Louis

32nd annual AAA Texas NHRA FallNationals
Oct. 12-15 • Dallas

17th annual NHRA Toyota Nationals
Oct. 26-29 • Las Vegas

53rd annual Auto Club NHRA Finals
Nov. 9-12 • Pomona, Calif.

EVENT SCHEDULE

FOR COMPLETE SCHEDULE 
AND TICKETS GO TO NHRA.COM

2017

NHRA MELLO YELLO DRAG RACING SERIES 
COUNTDOWN TO THE CHAMPIONSHIP
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JUST

SAVE
BIG ONLY $32.95

YES! Sign me up for a subscription to Diesel World and Ultimate Diesel Builder’s Guide for just $32.95.
That’s 18 issues for a total savings of $92.87 on the cover price.

Or, log on to www.engagedmediamags.com/combo_dwudbg and use promo code A573I4B3
or call 800-764-6278

Outside U.S., add $55 per year for postage. Payment in U.S. funds only.

Fill out the order form below and mail it, along with your payment information, to:
Engaged Media Inc., Lockbox # 70253, Philadelphia, PA 19176-9883

Buy a 1-year subscription to 
Diesel World along with a 1-year 
subscription to Ultimate Diesel 
Builder’s Guide and get a 74% 
discount on the combined cover 
price!

Dual Fueler 
for Your Diesel 
Addiction

Method Of Payment       Check Enclosed       Credit Card       Money Order       Bill Me Later

Payment Through Credit Card      Visa      MC      AMEX      Discover          Name On Credit Card

Credit Card Number                        Expiration Date     /    /

Subscriber Name                                 First                                                     Middle                                                     Last

Address

                                                            City                                                       State

Phone                                                                                   Email

Signature                                                                              Date          /  /

Limited-Time Offer:  
Act Now!
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Make Fel-Pro® gaskets part of your next rebuild and see for yourself why top engine builders rely on no other brand.

©2017 Federal-Mogul Motorparts LLC. All trademarks shown are owned by 
Federal-Mogul LLC, or one or more of its subsidiaries, in one or more countries.

Joey McFalls, Owner, Warren Diesel Performance, knows what it 

takes to run a successful shop. Customers from near and far know him by 

reputation, trusting their commercial and custom vehicles to him for the 

top-notch rebuilds and modifications that have become his trademark. 

McFalls’ formula for success is the same as Fel-Pro® gaskets’ – be the 

best at what you do and sacrifice nothing.

Sacrificing nothing is how you become #1.

Felpro-Only.com/diesel
#Par tsMat te r
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SUBSCRIBE NOW

Available on app stores below

Get One Issue FREE!
+

SAVE 78% on Annual Subscription

Just log on to
ENGAGEDMEDIAMAGS.COM/EEM-5031

OR
SCAN QR CODE BELOW

To Your Favorite Diesel World Digital Magazine

SUBSCRIBE NOW

Single issues are also available at $5.99. 

For questions on downloading the magazine apps contact 800-764-6278.
For a full listing of our digital titles, visit www.engagedmediamags.com/digital today!

*12 issues for only $19.99*12 issues for only $19.99

Online
(Win/Mac)

Call us at 
1-800-764-6278

www.engagedmediamags.com

Subscribe to 

Diesel World
Today!
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